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February 1972

Monthly Dinner January 27
Who ever thought that a piano, although of aristocratic parents, could attract a
record crowd for the January Monthly Dinner? We noticed many a guest present which
bodes well for the future for we put our best foot forward on that night.
First,
the dinner, which was at its usual high standard.
Eric Arthur resplendent in the
chaplain's robes said Grace.
The President noted the presence of older members, of
Life members and past presidents.

*

The entertainment was original and well put on.
It was actually a celebration of
the 59th. birthday of the Steinway Concert Grand and a description, on slides of
some of the highlights of famous players and accompanists that have used its heavenly
keys.
To drop a few names some of these included: Alberto Guerrero, Scott Malcolm
and Reginald Godden, Clement and Boris Hambourg, Leo Barkin, Reginald Stewart,
Godfrey Ridout, Clifford Poole, Rustopovitch. Well we have to stop'
The speaking
parts of the presentation ( by Garry Hall ) were put on tape and the projectionist
had to put the right slide in at the right time.
This was really a very modern idea
but who wants to applaud a tape recorder?
Those who were responsible for this unique show were Aldwinckle, Blue, Brooker, Godden,
Sorley and Yocom.
Each of these enthusiastic pianists treated us to a fine display
of their talents.
Yocom, thanks to Bishop's search, sang hit songs from the past ten
years of Spring Revues.
It was a touching demonstration of affection when he stroked
the Steinway, and I believe he would have kissed it if he wasn't faced with a bunch
of philistines.
It was a grand evening and in

the words of the piano

"This has been your Steinway speaking, and, gentlemen
before I say thank you for listening all these years and I
have been able to close the story of my past with you, with
something that indicates the satisfaction I feel about
bringing you musical joy and beauty now and in the future too".
The Show was introduced by the President and thanked by Bob Christie.

On Wednesday, January 12th at lunch, Anthony Adamson, Town Planning expert and
Chairman of the Ontario Arts Council, gave us a fine exhibition of his wit and
silvery tongue.
He claimed that, as Chairman of the O.A.C. he is about to ask for
a great increase of funds from the Ontario Government - $5 million - over $2 million

more than was obtained last year. By a form of Parkinsonian
logic he claims that
such an increase will produce by eight times artistic jobs
where such manna falls.
He gave examples of jobs being created by continued grants to the
Hamilton Philharmonic Orchestra and London's Little Theatre. Adamson admitted
that he was trying
his speech out on the dog by disclosing his strategy to us. John
Irwin introduced
the speaker while Norman McMurrich, Adamson's former pupil, gave the
thanks with a
few stories which we are unable to find space for. Absent members
will regret having
missed such a piquant dessert.

We had a guest at the Club recently, C. A. Carter of Hamilton who
was one of our
associates many years ago in the Attic Theatre Club in that city. This
amateur
group counted among its players Robert Beatty, Amelia Hall and Lamont
Tilden.
Mr. Carter brought with him his latest book UP AND DOWN HAMILTON 1770-1970
a
collection of photographs and drawings of old Hamilton. We understand
that the
book is available from the Village Bookshop. Martin Ahvenus will
be glad to wrap
one up for you.

Because of a snow storm on January 20 Willson Woodside, Professor
at Guelph was not
able to attend the luncheon to give a talk on the Arab Situation.
The President not
to be daunted immediately got in touch with Dr. Forrest, perhaps
the only other
Canadian qualified to speak on this controversial subject. We
were not disappointed
after all. Forrest pointed out that Woodside and he had different
objectives in
studying the Arab/Israeli situation. Woodside was, he said,
more knowledgable on the
Russian interests and the military potentialities while he was
concerned with the
humanitarian and refugee problems.
Forrest traced certain wants of the Zionist movement. Being scattered
they would like
to have a place of their own--they have this now but much of Palestine,
being populated
by Arabs had to be pushed out.
Both Nixon and U. Thant have stated recently that the
Middle East poses a great threat of world conflict.
The displacement of Arabs in
Palestine has resulted in the United Nations being responsible
for the feeding and
welfare of over half a million Arabs. This has created problems
that are well nigh
insolvable. Forrest referred to the recalcitrant attitude of Israel
who have repeatedly ignored the United Nations order to move back to their former
boundaries prior
to the six days war of 1967.
A question period followed in which it was disclosed that 1500
Jews are entering
Israel a week from Russia. John Irwin introduced the speaker. Chick
Hendry,
looking well after his recent illness, thanked Forrest for his very
well documented
talk--put together on almost a few minutes notice'

February 10 1972 was Merchandise Day at the Club when Lieut-Col G. Allan Burton,
Chairman of the Robert Simpson Company spoke to us on the centenary of Simpson's
The Hall had been embellished with some
which the store is celebrating this year.
flowers in large urns, which gave the impression to us, at
deadly white artificial
Allan soon dispelled that by
any rate, that there was to be a funeral service.
launching into and out of a well prepared history of the founder, Robert Simpson.
one in
His first
We learned that Robert Simpson's stores were subject to fires.
inevitable
the
was
there
re-built
Wherever Mr. Simpson
Newmarket occurred in 1858.
The staff
store in Toronto on Yonge Street was started in 1872.
The first
fire.
After
56,000.
of
population
a
serve
consisted of three employees and Mr. Simpson to
firea
construct
to
builders
the
it somehow dawned on
another succession of fires
Mr. Simpson was a real showman who wrote the
sales.
proof store and that ended fire
in 1896
For instance, after a fire
advertisements usually in a grandiloquent style.
he wrote
Fire! Fire!
R. Simpson
Magnificent Departmental Store in
Will rebuild immediately
Greater and grander than before!
During building operations!
New premises will be secured!
Watch for announcement tomorrow.
*

However Mr.
publicity.

Simpson together with his successors,

ashes!

knew the value of consistent

Allan's father C. L. Burton, entered the firm in 1912 from which date the expansion
The present size of the organization, its
of the business really started to boom.
point to
and shopping centres all
branches
enormous ramifications, its mail order,
neighbours,
his
to
referred
Throughout his talk Allan
management.
a keen and alert
Eatons, who have provided competitive incentives that have produced the Miracle of
many stories and anecdotes that
There is not enough space to relate
Queen Street.
Allan related--they were memorable.
There was an exceptionally large turnout for this lunch which consisted not only of
Gunter did not accept any charge
from both Eatons and Simpsons.
members but visitors
Walter Prendergast thanked
and
speaker
the
John Irwin introduced
accounts though.
him on our behalf.

LAPP'S CORNER
No, don't reach for the phone. That's
"This is Station CHIC, lan Cameron speaking"
I phoned lan and found him at home, nowhere near a microphone, quietly
what I did.
It began with a P. No, no, definitely not the Police
reading Playboy or was it Punch?
Toronto
Anyway, he was not on CHIC and never has been, which makes two of us.
Gazette.
now has two lan Camerons.
When John Hodgins resigned from Grace Church on the Hill to become musical director
a fine organist, a fine musician and a
of the cathedral in Albany, N.Y. Toronto lost

choral conductor who led his wonderful choir across the Atlantic
and up the steps of
Westminster Abbey to the choir loft where they received international
acclaim. The
reason I mention this old news is that last week John nearly left
us again.
If it
were not for a good doctor and tons of anti-biotics pneumonia would
have spirited him
away to the podium of the Celestial Choir featuring millions of
cherubs, millions of
seraphs, thousands of harps, Enrico Caruso and Enzio Pinza. This
week, completely
restored and to the delight of his many friends he is back for
a Sunday at his old
organ in Grace Church on-the-Hill
I have been excommunicated by a United Church parson.
Beaming all
over with a
sanctified zeal he informed me that the new Anglounited Hymn Book
had a distinctly
modern atmosphere. Beaming all over with disgust, I informed him
that if he removed
the "di", making it stinctively Modern, I would buy his description.
He purpled when
I said Hymn No. 90 was especially Stinctive, the God of Concrete
one, the one my
choir cannot sing without laughing. He deeply purpled when I
read him my reply to
number 90
"Lord
Lord
Lord
Lord
Lord
Tell
Pass
Take

of Cutex
of speed
of powdered poppy seed
of Hasheesh,
of Pot,
us where it can be got
the marijuana dip
us on that heavenly trip"

After bursting a blood vessel he severed diplomatic relations and
recalled his
ambassador.
If Dr. Andrew Lawson is thy favorite preacher, as he is mine, if Eaton
Memorial is
thy favorite Sunday morning service as it is mine, know ye that he
is to be heard
at 11 a.m. on station CHIN. For thine information, David Ouchterloney
and his choir
are both seen and heard on Metro Cable Channel 10 at 7 P.M. every
Tuesday. Excellent
listening and very well presented. As most of you know, Frank and
Florence McEachern
are probably the world's most dedicated travellers, taking movies
of the many beautiful
places they visit. The other night at the English Speaking Union,
Frank showed some
utterly fantastic scenes of the waterways of France with music as
well as commentary
by himself and Florence.
If he would give us a night of his movies at the Club I'm
sure it would be unforgetable.
There is another Frank in the Club who just has to be the funniest
and most entertaining character in the world. Frank Dowsett and I did a show together
last week at the
Toronto Board of Trade dinner and he got more laughs per minute than
Bob Hope and
Jack Benny combined. As a 75 year old retired opera singer from
Garlicville, Italy,
he had them in the aisles with Donna e Mobile, Vesti la Guiba and
an operatic version
of Hello Dolly in Italian. During dinner before my half hour organ
act when many of
the diners were fined 25¢ on various trumped up charges.
I had Norman Alexander fined
for being a friend of mine since Gettysberg. Norman insisted that
25¢ was too small
a penalty for the crime of knowing me, popped a buck into the Sick Children's
box and
was forgiven.
The Church of St. Mary Magdalene and I have kissed and fallen on each other's
neck.
I have played the organ and it will be very beautiful. They have collected
$15,000
towards the restoration and are compiling a fine book in which will
be the names of
the donors.
After the scholarship concert at the Edward Johnson Theatre which netted
$1000 for the Edward Johnson Music Foundation, Nicholas Goldschmidt came
into the Club
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City of Guelph for the past four years over
the Guelph Festival of music shows no
sign of abating.
In fact, considering Nicky's
great talent and unlimited enthusiasm,
it could develop into a very happy
marriage.
When I last spoke to Keith MacMillan he told me Sir
Ernest was still
in hospital but
there was a chance he might be able to come home.
We all wish there might also be a
chance that he could come home to the Club.
Remember those wonderful times we had
with him? His improvising Noell, piano duets with
Healey and Freddy, the shows he
was in.
Well, thanks to John Hodgins he will be back on records
and we'll tell
you
more about that later.
I can now proudly report that my 50 Canada
geese who eat my vitamin enriched bread

for breakfast with me every morning have become so musical under
my tuition that
they now honk in the key of C, albeit sometimes a little
flat.
I serve them on the
shore in eight inches of Lake Ontario Eau Pollute.
Yesterday ten white mini-ducks
arrived and began to dive underneath mygeese for breadcrumbonth's
Lethe
It
was

quite funny.
The geese, goosed from below, would jump up and settle
at each other indignantly.
I heard them say, "Just imagine us geese back and look
being goosed by
Note to inventors.
pollution,

Please, never mind Vietnam, forget the bomb,
moon shots.
For 1973 just give us a silent guitar.

air

pollution,

water

The Royal Conservatory is celebrating its 25th Anniversary
this year with, "The
Marriage of Figaro" directed by who else than Herman
Geiger-Torel and conducted by
Ernesto Barbini.
The place, the MacMillan Theatre, the dates,
March 16, 17, 18, 19,
at
8 P.M.
Ticket for the intelligensia is $2.50 and $1.50 for
those students who
can't drinkin
beverage rooms.
Grudgingly, I enjoyed reading Ars Longa
by J.M. in last month's Letter.
It keeps
getting better and better.
Now, this is all very well, J.M. but don't
push your
luck too far.
Don't forget, John and I have ways, dark
and devious of ridding
ourselves of hatred rivals.
One more too witty phrase, and for you
it could be the
sudden ruck, the agonizing eeek, the thud
of the falling body up the dark alley.
Then, Voila!
Fred Shaw is the new Ars Longa.
H.L.

THE ARCHIVES

*)

At the Executive Committee meeiting of February
8th the Archivist was asked to arrange
a display of the medallion issued to commemorate
the Toronto Symphony's 50th Anniversary
Season.
We were pleased to agree to do this, because
the designer of the medallion,
Sorel Etrog, is a former Club member, and
because of a long standing association
between
the T.S.O. and the Club.
Further reflection brought the realization
that a more comprehensive display was in order if only because
there have always been men who have simultaneously been members of the T.S.O. and
the A & L, and because conductors Von Kunitz
and Susskind were club members for ten
years and five years respectively, while
conductor
MacMillan has not only held membership
since 1919, but was Club president for
the years

Now the curious part of this story is that no archivist could prepare a 50th
anniversary display of the T.S.O. without tripping over the Welsman Memoranda, a
slim booklet that was mentioned in the November Newsletter. Briefly, the Memoranda
states that a Toronto Symphony Orchestra was founded under that name by Frank Welsman
in the year 1908. After recovering from the trip the realization came that, as we
have two large display cases, the logical thing would be to prepare two displays.
Therefore without any desire to enter the controversy about whether or not they are
the same orchestras, the archivist intends at the time of this writing to salute in
display T.S.O.1. which played between 1908 and 1918 and T.S.O.2 which has played in
unbroken seasons since 1923.
All of us have personal reasons for saluting T.S.O. 2, so perhaps mention of a few
reasons for saluting T.S.O. 1 are in order: 1) Frank Welsman, who was a Charter
member of the Club, and who had been conducting the Toronto Conservatory Symphony
for two seasons, formed T.S.O.1 and remained its only conductor; 2) T.S.O.1 was
founded in the year 1908, the same year as the Club; 3) there are a number of
references to the founding and growth of the T.S.O. in the Club archives, while the
Lamps of 1910 states that nine members of the T.S.O. were Club members (probably a
greater number than to-day); 4) T.S.O.1 gave up to 11 concerts on a series basis
during each of the six seasons between 1908/09 and 1913/14 and gave individual
concerts thereafter until 1918; 5) leading music critics of the day gave high praise
to the orchestra, and to its policy of bringing leading soloists; 6) a summary of the
story of T.S.O.1 has been clearly set out by Mary Joliffe in The Welsman Memoranda.
Finally, the display was made possible by Mrs. Frank Welsman who kindly lent a numberW
of items from her late husband's files, including 24 original programmes, dated
between 1907 and 1917.
XXXXXXXXXX

A very interesting picture has been given to the Archives by Herbert Staples, a son
of the late Owen Staples. It shows a formal annual dinner of the Canadian Authors
Association being held in the Club about 1925.
(Any help in identifying the members
shown would be appreciated.)
In exchange for the privelege of examining original
material in the large archives books, Miss Beth Evans, a student at Western University,
has given a copy of an essay she wrote entitled The A & L Club And The Group Of Seven.
Thanks to Vic Brooker and Al Collier we have received tapes of the whole show given
at the last monthly dinner; you remember, the one about the 58-year career of the Club
piano. Arthur Gresham, a former member, sent a picture showing Ivor Lewis completing
his statue of Timothy Eaton and another picture showing Lewis, Stanley Turner and
Eric Heathcote at work in Eaton's art department. John Irwin had Walter Coucill
identify and frame a picture taken on the occasion of the visit of Mrs. Joan Murray,
Curator of Canadian Art at the A.G.O.
Chuck Matthews gave a picture taken from the
choir gallery of some members of the Group of 7 having lunch with Bertram Brooker
and Merrill Denison.
The thanks of the archivist go to Ron Vickers and Bill Shelden for their continuing
help in making photographic reproductions of archival material, and to Maurice Snelgrove
for completing the identification on the pictures in the Lamps Room. And, in anticip•
ation of forthcoming help with the T.S.O. displays, thanks are offered to Oxford McNeW
for modifications to the cabinets, to Lou Hartley for the display signs, and to
Bob Hume for supervision of the dressing of the cases.
H.B.
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Far from solving the Arab/Israel problem on February 11 Professor Woodside threw
out more and more possibilities and counter actions that left us in a state of
shock. Egypt which has learned the hard way to distrust the French and the British
now alternately woos and hates the Americans, and is leaning more and more to the
Russians.
Woody discredited the so called unity among the Arabs which after all
may be a front for Israel. While the Suez Canal could be opened in 6 months who is
to guarantee the security the Arabs crave? Whatever the illusions of the future the
realists know that they are pawns in the vast plans of Russia who will want to use
Egypt as a staging base in their eastward look to India and beyond. John Yocom
introduced and David Ouchterlony thanked Woody for his address. A large gathering
was present.

The Toronto Symphony Orchestra is celebrating its 50th Anniversary Season in spite
of the fact that Hunter Bishop our archivist has evidence that the orchestra is much
older than that.
However, the Club goes along with the T.S.O. in the celebrations
and offers congratulations and good wishes. In the Hall are exhibits of a commerative
Medallion designed by former member Sorem Etrog.
A folder describing the Medallion
is enclosed with this Letter.

ARS LONGA

Before we start discussing the arts that are our prime concern in this section of
The Monthly Letter, may we pause to comment on the great artistry of Bob Christie,
our Vice-President who charmed a fully packed Great Hall on Ladies' Night,
January 19th. There he was, one of the great actors of our time - one of the great
Canadians of our time, actually - holding enthralled an enchanted audience with his
anecdotes, reminiscences and masterful readings.
With disarming charm, complete lack
of self-conceit, (so rare in some speakers), he verbally took us in hand to stroll
down through the years in London before the last war and then through that war with
incredible candor up to the present with side references to the fate of Sir John in
1967.
Totally a fascinating experience made all the more remarkable because
Robert Christie for the second time in his life was smitten with laryngitis. Yet
he managed to project his voice with power and feeling in spite of that temporary
disability. If anything, his voice improved as he progressed, showing his remarkable
control over that instrument of expression.

*

An artist who painted in whispers, L.A.C. Panton quietly adorned the walls of the
Club. Here is an artist who made creative use of brown - not the brown of the
Victorians made from the dust of Egyptian mummies; nor the bituminous radioactive
brown that scars many a stolid portrait from the turn of the century; but a lively,
mysterious, misty brown that swirls and blends with opalescent tints in a variety
of muted hues.
Complete control of values at the lower end of the scale with pearly
accents at the higher part.
(Horace - This scribe is a musical illiterate. If this
comparison upsets your sense of technical justice, do not zap him in the Lappian Way')
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Not having been a member of the Club, (your amanuensis was in swaddling
clothes
aesthetically; still am probably), I did not know Alex Panton, Club President,
master teacher, bundle of energy, who burned himself out for others
as he worked
for the good of art - tearing off to Montreal and back in a weekend
of important
meetings, before he passed away. How he found time to paint those
beautifully
orchestrated pictures with the compositions so well thought out and
organized.
Was he as quiet as his pictures appears to be?
I do not know, although I remember
a pre-war advertising type saying he called Principal Panton and asked
for "an artist
who can draw and design and do illustration, who can write some
copy and read proofs,
and oh yes, help with the bookkeeping in the advertising department".
Alex replied:
"You don't want just one art school graduate, you want an entire
advertising agancy'"
Yet he introduced a young man of great promise who did all these
things very well
indeed but was snuffed out over Sicily in a reconnaisance mission.
If the exhibition
is still on when you receive this, hurry down to the Club for an antidote
to the
strident posturings of some of the inexperienced artists today.
Showing at the Roberts Gallery, John Gould moved into the home territory
of those
masters of line and understatement - the Japanese and came
out not only unscathed
but triumphantly successful - not at a pale emulation, but a personal
statement that
he makes no matter what his environment. That doesn't mean he draws
with facile
cliches - with a cookie cutter repetition of style. No, he is an example of a
master of drawing, of line and shape, who expresses himself beautifully
while faithfully giving the spirit and soul of the peoples of the lands he portrays.
J.M.

·

A. J. CASSON RETROSPECTIVE

If universities gave honorary doctorates for modesty, A. J. Casson would have
a
collection of them as long as your arm.
"Cass" received two in recent years, from
the University of Western Ontario and from the University of Saskatchewan.
McMaster
University honoured him in November-December 1971 with a Retrospective Exhibition
of fifty-one years of his work, - - - and few Club members were aware of it.
"Cass" did not want a lot
of publicity nor did he invite a great many friends to
the Opening for fear that it would be difficult
for them to get there.
Those of
us who did learn of the exhibition, and who managed to locate the gallery on
the
extensive McMaster campus, were justly rewarded.
Seventy-three oil and watercolour
paintings covered his development from 1920; the show's catalogue is in the Club
library and should be studied by all. The forword of that catalogue says:
"Alfred Joseph Casson - - - has served his country well as an agent
provocateur of
our self-awarement. His language is pigment and his inspiration is the provincial
scene, the measureless landscape of Northern Ontario, and the measured composure
of
Southern Ontario villages.
Simple, persuasive, and evocative as a painter, A.J. Casson
has repeatedly won respect for his high principles and personal integrity throughout
a long extraordinarily active career. A full recital of his titles and honours
wouldI
be impressive, perhaps even stupifying. As craftsman, painter, and organizer his
career has been characterized by mobility and successful engagement."
A.C.C.
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OBITUARY
HAROLD JAMES
The good companionship of Harold James will be missed by his many old friends in
the Arts & Letters Club and in a wider circle
which embraced a goodly company,
particularly in the field
of the graphic arts
in Toronto.
His career as an advertising artist spanned some 40 years. He was already working
in this capacity with Advertising Service Company Limited when that agency joined
with National Publicity Limited in 1928 to form Cockfield, Brown.
'Jimmy' was a
shareholder in the new company and remained associated with CB until he euphemistically 'retired'.
In a business noted for the restlessness of its practitioners
he was significantly durable. His colleagues came and went but he remained energetic and productive.
He painted with a vigorous brush and a lifetime's work is spread throughout many
private collections across Canada. His philosophy of art was greatly influenced
by the Group of Seven and the style of his work reflected this happily accepted
influence.
'Jimmy' James was introduced to the Club in 1932 with the formidable sponsorship
of 'Sammy' Sampson and Chuck Matthews. Until poor health intervened in recent
months the Arts & Letters was a perpetual source of pleasure to him. He was a man
who delighted in the fellowship he found there.
Indeed, he brought to all his
associations, both personal and professional, a notable capacity for friendship,
spiced with a lively wit.
Over many years he established a whimsical tradition of invariably seconding the
motion for adjournment at the Annual Meeting of the A & L as he did also at every
Annual Meeting of Cockfield, Brown which he attended.
When his own adjournment occurred this month it closed a life fully lived.
In his
83rd year Harold James had had a "good innings".
We can almost hear him - seconding
such a motion.
O.K.S.

LIBRARY

*

Reference works on the arts in Canada are not published very often especially multivolume ones.
It is therefore with pleasure that we bring to the attention of members
Vol. 1 of an interesting and useful work entitled Creative Canada.
This "biographical
dictionary of twentieth-century creative and performing artists" was compiled by the
staff of the Reference Division of the McPherson Library of the University of Victoria.
The first two volumes will contain about 500 entries each, with coverage being divided
roughly among persons engaged in literature (27%), music (20%), painting and sculpture
It is hard to understand why Vol. 1 would contain,
(28%), and performing artists (26%).
for example, a listing for Thoreau MacDonald and not one for his father, J.E.H.; hopefully all such omissions will be rectified with the appearance of Vol. 2. Of the men
listed 64 were - or are - members of the Club, although this information appears in
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only 22 of the biographies.
Lord Kenneth Clark's Civilization was undoubtedly the greatest T.V. series
ever made.
When the book appeared several requests for it were received from members,
and so a
paperback copy has now been obtained.
It contains 48 coloured illustrations and 238
in black and white and is divided into the same 13 sections as was the original
script.
It is surprising how clearly Lord Clark's voice can be heard in the mind
of a reader who had previously seen the T.V. presentation.

XXXXXXXXXXX

Jim Wardropper has given a number of miscellaneous programmes of the D.D.F.,
the
C.O.D.L. and the Opera Festival between the years 1949 and 1954. Gresley Elton
has given a booklet showing the growth of three generations of The Elton Troupe
in the form of Christmas cards; also Vol. 1 of the Newsletter of the Architects'
Alumni Association. Bill Shelden turned over a catalogue of the Fred Haines
Memorial Exhibition which was held at the Art Gallery in November of 1961.

H.B.
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The regular monthly meeting of the Club was held on Thursday, February 24, a good
number present. Jim Wardropper acted as chaplain and started things off although
the two bars seemed to have been doing a good business before. President Irwin
referred to the deaths of two faithful members: Harold James and Bill Hogarth.
John Snell was asked to give a report on the Spring Show which he did with great
enthusiasm. The theme Oh Hell seems to have rather broad implications. John Irwin,
in introducing Frank McEachern, referred to the fine exhibits gathered by our
indefatigable archivist, Hunter Bishop, in the lounge.. McEachern, President of the
Toronto Symphony Orchestra, gave a very interesting picture of the eminent position
held by the T.S.O., being one of the top ten in North America. He told of the
tremendous cost of maintaining it in spite of liberal grants given by the Canada
Council, the Ontario Arts Foundation and the City of Toronto amounting to over six
hundred thousand dollars. He was glad to report that the engagement in the summer
by Ontario Place was most acceptable. Harry Ebbs expressed our thanks to the speaker.
The second part of the entertainment consisted of two movie documentaries, Frederick
Varley in his homespun glory and Robert Christie in Sir John A. MacDonald. These
were well received. Pat Hume did the honours of thanking Gary Hall for the films.

REG GODDEN PLEASETH ...
The 41 members and guests who braved the sleet and icy streets on Wednesday evening,
March Ist. were amply rewarded for their efforts. Reginald Godden, one of the A. & L's
distinguished life members and the renowned pianist very kindly substituted at the
last moment for the Chamber Players of Toronto. He gave a special programme on the
life and works of Johann Sebatiian Bach. Reg is acclaimed as an authority on Bach
(1685-1750) whose many important works transcend the baroque era, to which they belong,
and place their creator as one of the most important composers of all times -- the
Master, as Reg describes him. Reg excited the very attentive audience with his own
piano transcriptions, two Bach cello concerti--in E flat and in D. It was a perfect
evening - heavenly music, a satisfying dinner and a roaring log fire. President
John Irwin introduced and Past President lan Cameron thanked Reg.
And congratulations are in order for Reginald Godden. He has a Canada Council grant
to score all Bach's Choral Preludes for organ into string quartets.
Bach's Musical
Offering has been scored for six strings, flute and keyboard. Reg had this programme
taped for CBC radio on March 7. You'll hear it soon. Watch the CBC programming.
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The sudden illness of A & L member Nelson Dempster, the cellist,
was the reason for
the cancellation of the Chamber Players' concert. Happily Nelson is progressing
fine
and we look forward to seeing him and his handsome beard
in the Club afore long.
Two memorable ladies nights were held on March 15 and 16 when superstars
Dinah Christie
and Tom Kneebone performed previews of their new show "The
Apple Tree", all about Adam
and Eve.
Written by the creators of "Fiddler On The Roof", this show is
to be performed at the new cabaret theatre Upstairs at the Buttery in Niagara-on-the-Lake
during the period of the Shaw Festival. The play had abundant wit
which the actors
brought out skilfully. We had a sell-out audience at each performance,
when the Arts
and Letters Club surpassed itself with a sumptuous dinner before
the performance.
Even Philip weakened and we enjoyed shrimp cocktail, top quality roast
beef with all
the trimmings, fancy desserts AND wine.
The performances were superb and hit
a new
high in Club annals.
W.S.

An unsolicited testimonial arrived addressed to the steward's
wife, Mrs. Schmedemann
from Mrs. Secord the husband of Jack. .
March 16.
Dear Mrs. Schmedemann

I

I just thought I'd like to tell you how terrific the dinner
was last night--the roast beef and Yorkshire were just delicious,
and the wine really topped it off. We all thought the
tables
looked really sumptuous and gala-- a real party' I'm sure
I'm
speaking for all the ladies when I say "thank you" to you and
your staff, for all of your efforts
Grace Secord.

We were so glad to see Bill Swinton the other day at the Club. He has got
over a
mild heart attack after a few days at the hospital. He has promised his
doctor
to take it easy for a while, in fact, the doctor recommended
Bill to take up golf.
A week before spring arrived in Toronto John Bradshaw got
us all excited as he talked
about Gourmet Gardening. He told us that most vegetables that we
buy in cans are
special varieties that can withstand long distance shipping. However he
advised
the real gourmet to grow varieties that can be picked fresh
and put into the pot. His
choice for green beans was Contender and Tender Crop. Hammonds dwarf Scarlet
Runner
beans do well under our heat in the summer. He specially recommended baby
carrots,
Sucram and Parisien. For those who like peanuts they can
be grown quite easily.
He mentioned two Canadian seed houses: Stokes of St. Catharines and the Dominion
Seed House of Georgetown.

a
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IT'S SIN TIME at the Hell Fire Club!
OH, HELL!

breaks out, week of April 24.

.

6 NIGHTS of deep-down deviltry -

.

MYSTERY GUESTS unfurled from the Underworld direct to Elm St.

.

ROMANCE ...

.

DRAMA ...

.

MUSIC to keep the Hell Fires burning -

.

DANCING (downhill) to the Primrose Path Polka.

let sin be unrefined!

(that's going to Hell with an old flame)
see the mystery of Original Sin solved before your
very eyes, with the original Garden cast, and fresh
fruit.
sing you sinners!

The road to you-know-what is paved with good intentions, so now that the ticket order
forms are out, be sure to
GET YOUR ORDER IN RIGHT AWAY
It's first-come, first-served, and a show as hot as this is bound to be a sell-out.
Let us know, too, if you (or yours) want to volunteer for barkeeper (or barmaid)
duties, and what nights. We also need donations for COSTUME PRIZES, so if you can
help with a devillish prize donation, please indicate this on your ticket order form.
This year, the heat's on for EVERYBODY to come in costume and make OH, HELL! a real
audience participation show. Even if you're going to hell in a hand basket, don't go
to OH, HELL! wearing nothing more than an innocent expression.
Ride in as a Devil-on-horseback, and be the centaur of attention!
If you're a thin artist, wrap your head in bullrushes and come as the Devil's paintbrush.
Like a close shave?

Get your wife to come as the original Witch Hazel.

But whatever you do, order your tickets NOW, and plan to join our theatrical SIN-IN,
on-stage at the Club, Monday to Saturday, April 24 to 29, 1972.
PLEASE NOTE:

Colour of Tickets indicates the evening they are for:
Pink
Orange Yellow -

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Green Blue Grey -

OH, HELL! IS WHERE IT'S AT!

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

-4FIFTY YEARS AGO THIS SPRING
On February 9th and 10th, 1922, three short plays were presented at the Club:
In The Zone by Eugene O'Neil, Fancy Free by Stanley Houghton, and Wurzel-Flummery
(A member who probably recalls his role in the O'Neil play is
by A. A. Milne.
The entertainment for a Ladies Day in mid month consisted of
Charley Thompson.)
However, the
two double-piano suites, played by Carlos Buhler and Harvey Robb.
highlight of the season was obviously the Arts Masquerade Ball, held on February 28th.
prizeThose attending were asked to come in costume and retain their masks until
According to newspaper reports of the time it
winners were announced at midnight.
affair, but the press coverage resulted in a
social and artistic
was a glittering
motion being passed at the next Executive meeting to remind members that there was
except by permission of the president.
to be no public report of Club activities
At the March monthly dinner four-hand piano pieces were played by Ernest MacMillan
Subsequently arrangements were made to hold two musical evenings
and Healey Willan.
on successive nights in early April; the concerts were to benefit the building fund
On April 22nd a
and one was to be directed by MacMillan and the other by Willan.
leaving for France
was
who
Allward
to
Walter
special dinner was held to say farewell
The scale model of his
to supervise the construction of the Canadian War Memorial.
The entertainment for this evening consisted
Memorial was on exhibition at the Club.
of: 1) the staging of a play by Merrill Denison entitled From Their Own Place (the
author and Ralph Eden Smith should remember their parts in this production);
2) the playing of a Brahms Trio by Ernest MacMillan, Frank Blatchford and Boris Hambourg.
The Archives book contains a long newspaper clipping (from the Hamilton Spectator.)
which describes the evening and this in turn led President Vincent Massey to once
was to
again send a notice to members that no unauthorized report of Club activities
appear in the press.
During the Spring of 1922 the Executive Committee were also dealing with such things
1) the intricacies of an audit prepared by a young man named Harry Jamieson;
as:
2) correspondence with the Secretary of the Royal British Colonial Society of Artists
re the forthcoming British Empire Exhibition of 1924; 3) the arranging of a dinner
so that members could meet the visiting Secretary of the Workers Education Association;
to paint
5) the choosing of artists
4) the initation of more permanent stage facilities;
Hall.
Great
the
of
walls
and
west
east
panels to cover the north,

THE ARCHIVES
repository for
The Music Division of the National Library has become the official
work is being
his
of
exhibit
A
comprehensive
Willan.
Healey
late
the
of
works
the
this spring and throughout the summer.
prepared and will be open to the public later
The Chief of the Division, Helmut Kallmann, requested that material held by the Club
and considered suitable for inclusion in the exhibit be sent to the National Library.
of 18 items were
After obtaining the concurrence of the Executive Committee a total
These ranged from a photo of a notice of the performance of
collected and forwarded.
the Willan Trio in the Club in March 1919 to a photocopy of the elucidations by Willan
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in 1966 of the MacMillan elucidations on the Willan musical setting of the Club
Constitution.

XXXXXXXXXXXXX

Eric Aldwinkle has given a photocopy of music he composed for a mime number that was
part of a memorable show put on by the Club in 1937 entitled "Variations On A Theme".
Mrs. Larry McCance has kindly sent in a copy of The Lamps for December 1911 (which
belonged to her father) also a page from The Courier dated September 1916 containing
an article entitled The New Theatre Movement; most of the plays performed at the Club
up to that date were mentioned in this article.
Charles Thompson passed along six photographs of Ernest MacMillan taken when he was
a very young organist and choirmaster. Gordon Rice has contributed a blueprint copy
of lettering forms drawn and used by the late Alec Panton when he was teaching many
years ago at Central Tech. We have also received, with thanks, a copy of the Club's
50th Anniversary Programme from John Hudson, a copy of the Christmas Dinner menu of
1952 from Walter Coucill, and two old magazine articles from Bill Shelden - one dealing
with the recollections of A. Y. Jackson, the other with painters of Canada's far North.
H.B.

*

A select showing by members of the O.S.A. during the hundredth anniversary of the
Society is now on view at Canada Life Place on the west side of Simcoe Street behind
the Canada Life building with the weather beacon at University and Queen.

Open to the public, Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. this exhibition
of painting, sculpture and a tapestry includes works by some A. & L. members.
John Irwin

LAPP'S CORNER
"Music composed and conducted by William McCauley--" Usually I hate reminiscing, it
brings back too many beautiful memories, but every time at the end of "Jalna" when
I see Bill's name skipping along with the other credits I can't help harking back to
the days when he worked with me at the Royal York Supper Dance.
I remember when Bill,
a slightly callow youth sidled shyly into my office and asked if I could use a copyist
some time.
"Never mind the sometime", I replied, "There's a score of BLUE SKIES on
the desk. Get busy on it right now" Six months later, when I was getting ready to take
the band out to Banff Springs Hotel I couldn't afford a copyist but I could afford an
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extra player.
"Bill," I said, "We are leaving in three weeks for Banff, how
long
would it take you to learn the trombone?" "Two weeks,"
he grinned, and to our
surprise, two weeks it was and very good too. My next picture
of Bill was when our
train stopped at Brandon and the band went uptown to sight
see. In his pyjamas from
the platform of our coach he called out, "Fellows, bring
me back an Eatmore."
The other day looking at a short film I made for Screen News in
1938, there was Bill
in the band playing trombone like Tommy Dorsey. Scratch
a copyist and get an arranger,
scratch an arranger and out comes a composer. After a lot
of study and writing for
Crawley Films, Bill settled in as music director of O'Keefe
Centre along with teaching at Seneca College. And now another milestone the music score
for "Jalna" His
most brilliant idea, of course, was joining the Arts and Letters
Club where his
contributions to our shows are most appreciated.
His favorite candy bar? No, don't
tell me. An EATMORE'
Now that I'm on the recollection train, I must remind you of the
year parliament
generously granted themselves a big pay hike. In the Spring
Show Harry Maude went
on stage and sang:
0 Canada, land of the free
For eighteen thousand bucks a year
We stand on guard for thee
Spring and Charles Peaker's 4 o'clock organ recitals at St.
Pauls are inevitably
synonomous and delightfully inevitable. On March 4 there was
a brilliant organ
concert by the world famous organist, Graham Steed.
March 11 Peaker was equally
brilliant in Willan's Introduction, Passaiaglia and Fugue.
Then there was Mozart's
Misericordia's Domini for soloist and quartette, soprano,
alto, tenor and Harry Maude
at the bottom. March 18. Dr Peaker again brilliant at the
organ leading the quintette
in two works by Green. Harry Maude again at the bottom.
On Good Friday at 7.30 P.M.
the choir, under the baton of Keith Bissell will
sing Dvorak's "Stabat Mater"
Dr. Peaker will play the organ accompaniment. With all that
music in his head one
would never believe that Charlie could write a frivolous
limerick, but he sent me one
last week.
There once was a clever chap, Lapp,
With a witty and whimsical map
That ring and that sting
That Voltarian thing
Makes him biting when writing of crap.
I wish that Elmer Iseler and the Mendelssohn Choir would can
the narration in Honegger's
Jeanne D'Arc.
Those whiskey voiced deep breathing oversized French actresses
send me
up the wall. Five minutes of their monamouring, their moncoeuring
and their moaning
all over the place, and I have to come up for air--outside.
Which reminds me of that
Charlie Chaplain comedy in a bakery, with the opening shot of
a sign on the counter,
FRENCH TARTS 35 cents.
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Another Spring Show memory. Robin Strachan, Oxford McNeil, Don Sutherland
bringing
down the house with the William Tohell Overture on toy instruments, backed by
the
Philadelphia Orchestra on a recording.
Richard Johnston, Dean of the Faculty of Fine Arts at Calgary has just
finished a
large volume of folk songs and folksong literature for use by teachers, which
ought
to keep him off welfare for the rest of his life. The CBC, who, along with God,
moves in a mysterious way, commissioned him to write a collection
of Irish songs
which the sly fox has called "A Book of Irish Songs" I thought some of the
titles
might be, "The Sniper Boy to the War Has Gone," that"Tumbledown
Boobytrap in Athlone",
but no, the words are by two famous talented Irishmen, not connected
you might think
with that other famous Irish patriot and lyricist IRA Gershwin.
Nicky Goldschmidt sure gets around. One day in the Club, next in Brussels
conducting
something.
This week I see him in Ruby Mercer's thriving Opera Canada, sharing
a
photo with their hostess Mrs. Robert Nixon and Ruby Mercer looking stunning in
a
grand new dress. Nicky looked as if he had bought a new suit too.
At the last concert of the Chamber Players we missed Nelson who had
suffered a minor
heart attack.
I hope to see Nelson at their next appearance which will be with the
singers of St. Simon's Church on April 24.
They will play a Vivaldi Concerta and
combine with the choir in the Coronation Anthemns by Handel. Ned
Hansen will conduct
and I welcome this important concert to hear one of Canada's
finest choral organizations.
*

One person who could reminisce all day long on his gem studded past but is far too
busy looking after the present is Bill Shelden. Last Sunday
night I saw him in the
stable scene of "Jalna" (nothing to do with Christmas) and also
taking part in the
Bank of Commerce commercial.
I hope he soaks the bank plenty. This would be one hold
up I would approve of.
Still reminiscing, who among us will ever forget Morna Wales
in last year's Tosca rendering the hell out of Vissi D'Arte. Every show she
threw
everything she had at that high B flat that missed by a mile. Sid Johnson's schoolboy
lecture in the 1964 show and the closing line seem pretty apt now;
"And so Canadians will get the government they so richly deserve."
A personal and very heartfelt memory,--Years and years ago, at Horace
Corner's house
listening to Phil Clark and Horace playing Mozart Sonatas for violin and piano.
And here is one incident I wish I had been there to witness. Albert
Einstein was also
a fine pianist and regularly used to practise the same Mozart Sonatas
with another
famous artist Mischa Elman.
Suddenly in the fast movement of Sonata No. 3 Einstein
missed two beats, became confused and they had to stop.
Elman turned an outraged eye
on red-faced Einstein and flattened him with six sharp words.
"Albert, for Heaven's
sake, can't you count".
The patient and long suffering people of Newfoundland, buried under an
avalanche of
Newfy jokes (mostly corny) have now another cross to bear, a new record.
"The Man
in the Moon is a Newfy" I leave you to guess the next line.
H.L.
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Many a painter is a diffident, inarticulate type, expressing himself only through
his art. Not so Al Collier who is a painter with the finest professional credentials,
yet is also a skilled photographer and a commentator who can always be counted upon
to pack them in on Ladies' Night right up to the Fire Marshall's legal limit.
If you asked most people but Al Collier to talk about totem poles for more than an
hour, you would find an empty auditorium. But our famed member held everybody enthralled with descriptions as sparkling as his slides on February 17th.
Al could always manage to line up a great composition on his old press camera, with
the roll film back and the wire viewfinder. Unless you're an old time shutter bug
you won't realize what a feat that was to overcome the fantastic parallex problem.
Now with the latest, through-the-lens viewing, Al zings his shots off like a Bisley
champ - right on target every time.
Along the way, we found out many fascinating facts about totem poles along the Skeena
River and on the Queen Charlotte Islands. We always thought that totem carving was
an ancient art, shrouded in the mists of antiquity. Not so. It flourished mainly
in the nineteenth century and withered when our so-called civilization moved in.
Al had century-old photos showing forests of totems contrasting with some of his
pictures of emptiness where grandeur once stood. Bright aspect - some younger men
are reviving their traditional artistry.
At least, Al, your Great Hall was darkened.
This amanuensis gave a talk recently
in one of those glass blocks that pass for modern office buildings. For three weeks
in advance he had checked:
"Got a slide projector?"
"Yes."
"Got a 16mm film
projector?"
"Yes".
"A wide screen?"
"Yes".
Then just
before the talk with audio
visual all set to go so he could sit in the back row and listen to his own speech,
he got this comforting news: "Sorry, we forgot to tell you we can't darken the room."
Enough personal references, so heigh-ho to the Galleries:
At Roberts, new A & L member, John Stohn showed "Spacial Constructions" in deceptively
simple, but highly complex arrangements of contemporary materials that looked like
planets whirling in space, scintillating under the lights.
Veritable cats-cradles
created by the heavenly hosts! Indescribably stunning.
Sally Wildman's show followed at Roberts. She creates textures, not by piling on the
pigment, but through subtle manipulation of acrylics, water colours and inks.
She
doesn't go in for tedious, multiple brush strokes, but achieves her effects with
controlled sweeps of brush and scraped smooth palette knife masses. You have to see
the finished effect.
From the distance, Magic Realism. Up close, Sally Wildman - a
dry martini, impressionism blended with taut, moody realism and surrealism. Paradoxical?
See for yourself.
If you hanker for a Honda, you could turn more eyes your way with a vehicle from the
recent show at the Gallery Moos. Even though the motorcycles there had no motors,
you would attract a crowd.
We didn't have on our Benjamin Franklin's so couldn't read
the artist's name, we think it's Bonham, or the price tags, but we could see with our
fogged little peepers that the machines had frames like no other bikes on earth.

A cross between Varga and Harley-Davidson. Watch for a forthcoming Playboy magazine
to see what we mean.
(You won't find that magazine in the A. & L. Library!)
Try some gallery browsing on Hazelton Avenue, one of these nice days. Nancy Poole's
studio has been sending some notices of exhibitions into the Club, so toddle up to
that area. The hippies are rapidly being displaced by restored, antiseptic boutiques.
Walk in peace - you won't even be considered a tourist!
A gallery on Yonge near Roxborough featured a full-size cut out painting of a canoe
with a couple of cartoon type paddlers.
What will they think of next in the art world?
So avant-garde that the A. & L. Spring Show had something similar a couple of decades
ago.
It must be nice to be young, everything seems so damn new.
Had supper at the Rochdale cafeteria the other evening. After a meal of soya beans,
buckwheat and rice and spearmint tea, failed to get by the Rochdale security "guards".
Had time to listen to their glowing commentary on the murals in the lobby. Highly
"original" but to an old-timer, reminiscent of post-world-war one German expressionism.
The Blau Ritter rides again!
Enough of this - space is at a premium - and Horace Lapp is making threatening noises.
Remind me to describe an unique stone barn, designed by Sir Casimir Gzowski with fireplaces on all three or four floors to keep the livestock warm. It's still alive and
working about fifty miles from here.
*

-J.M.

The luncheon speaker on March 16 was Dr. Murray Ross, first President of York University,
who has recently retired from that post. He was introduced by the President John Irwin.
Murray commenced his talk with some well chosen stories about a few delightful Maritime
characters he has run across.
Indeed he told them so well that he could have gone on
for a long, long time. However, the gist of his talk was an analysis of the present
university situation. He dealt with a few significant points contrasting the older
or established university life with the present furore of undisciplined reactionaries
He said that whereas the old universities were total communities, well disciplined,
maintaining the old virtues, actually acting in the place of the students' parents.
The mere size of the present university prohibits intimate relationship between the
professor and his student.
The amenities: living- food services, residences, parking,
cleaning are all performed by specialized businesses outside of the university. Murray
deplored the dilution of authority and particularly the substitution of further education
for higher education. We were interested to know Murray is writing a book on this
subject and that he had been giving a preview of some of its chapters. Chick Hendry ably
conveyed the thanks of the members to Dr. Ross.

.

On Thursday March 23 at lunch we had another past president, Dr. Claude Bissell speak
to us and again we sensed a feeling of gratification that the ordeal was over.
After
a period of success at Carleton University Bissell returned to Toronto in 1958 to
assume the presidency of the University of Toronto. This administrative position is
far removed from the classical and academic world. He stated that the view from the
top is very different from that seen from the ground. He enjoyed the ceremonial of
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convocation which he found far from monotonous. He used to exchange
witty verse and
limericks with Healey Willan and Charles Peaker. He read some of
these which we
greatly enjoyed. He has regretted having written in a report that
the University of
Toronto has missed much of the turmoil and violence that has troubled
other universities--and now we have the present Library issue!
Speaking to a young man recently about the
university he asked why he had chosen the U. of T. the man replied,
"That is where
the action is."
How true.
John Irwin introduced Dr. Bissell and Elmer Phillips thanked him on
our behalf.

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
John S. North, Interior Designer, 25 years with Robert Simpson
Co.
Interests: Painting and Sculpture, Decorative Arts and Crafts.
A welcome addition to
our art activities.
John B. Reynolds, neighbour of John Irwin. An I.A.C. Executive,
interested in writing
and the graphic arts.
Hopes to lend a hand with hammer and saw. Nail him you Spring
Show producers.
John D. Stohn is with Clarkson, Gordon and Company but after five
he is a sculptor
of no mean stature. He is at this writing showing at Roberts. We
shall look forward
to using his many talents.
Wilfred J. Wilson, a corporation lawyer living in New York and a loyal
Canadian, visits
Toronto frequently. We hope to invite him to speak to us one lunch
time on his favorite
subject Anti-Discrimination.
Dr. Donald M. Aitkin, physician, but don't let that put you off.
Drama, acting and literature. We hope he is soon integrated!

He is interested in

Maxwell Miller, Chief Architect of Simpsons Limited. The Tower was
his baby. He is
anxious to throw off the trials of his office by attending our carefree
lunches.
Leon Katz, a consulting engineer who spoke at the March Monthly Dinner.
He is known
to a wide circle of friends in the Club. His interests include painting,
sculpture
and Canadiana. He studied at the University of Toulouse, France,
a place we enjoyed
visiting a few years back.
Clifford Skelton, a non-resident member from Collingwood who operates
the Skelton
Galleries there. He left the mundane affairs of business to encourage
and develop
Canadian Artists.
Gordon G. Rice, a professional photographer becomes a member somewhat
late in the day,
he will make amends by helping with his magic lens.

-
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OBITUARY

SJ.

V.

STENSSON

1907 -

1972

JESSE VILHELM (BILL) STENSSON was born in Hitchen, England,
July 23, 1907. He moved
to Canada with his parents Herman and Annie Stensson, and
three brothers, Fred, Chris
and Howard, March 5, 1914.
His father answered an ad. in an English magazine, to
operate a nursery in Canada for Howard B. Dunington-Grubb, at
Sheridan, Ontario.
Mr. Stensson studied architecture at the University of
Toronto in the
late nineteen-twenties, and landscape architecture at the Harvard
University School
of Design, 1932 to 1934, where he won a travelling Fellowship
to Europe.
He returned
to Toronto, entering into partnership with Mr. Grubb, in the
firm Dunington-Grubb
and Stensson.
The first
large garden designed by the new firm was the Harry Oakes
Garden Theatre at Niagara Falls.
Mr. Stensson became general manager of Sheridan
Nurseries in 1938 and held this position until
1965, when he was made president.
He was an active member and past-president of the Canadian Society
of Landscape
Architects; a member of the Ontario Landscape Architects Association;
a member and
past-president of both the Canadian Nursery Trades Association and
the Ontario Nursery
Trades Association; and was president of the Canadian Ornamental
Plant Foundation.
He made a great contribution to the promoting of new and outstanding
plant material,
both in selection and propagation.
Mr. Stensson was outstanding as a liaison between
the professional organization and the nursery trades
associations.
He was an active
member of the Club which he joined in 1955.
His appearance at the Christmas Dinner
when he donned a medieval costume was most striking.
He was most generous in supplying evergreens for Hall decorations.
His presence at lunch with his quiet conversation
will be sadly missed.
J.A.F.

WILLIAM A. HOGARTH
1902 - 1972
Members will be saddened to miss a familiar figure presiding
over the bar come this
Spring Revue.
His striking form sheathed in the traditional white apron,
a jaunty
cap above his beaming face, no one would have guessed he
was a teetotaller.
The
club's supply of liquor was safe in his care'
Bill died February 18th of a heart
attack brought on by pneumonia.
A quiet, modest type with a ready wit Bill was a fine example of the
good
Club member.
Friendly to all
- he had no critics.
When a hand was required for
a job - be it the annual Christmas Dinner or the Spring Revue
- he would be right
there.
For many years in the Boar's Head Procession he carried aloft
the Plum
Pudding in a grand style.
Perfectly casting.
He was a frequent figure at the lunch
table and introduced many new faces to the Club, a number
of whom later
became members.
He joined the Club in 1945.

Q

He was an avid collector with a thirst
for 'everything'
in music.
He collected
musical autographs, rare books, paintings and objets d'art,
but his phonograph record
collection was outstanding.
He began collecting in 1920 and never stopped.
His
standards were high and replacements were always for
better performance.
It did not
matter whether the replacement was new or whether it was old.
His extensive knowledge
of music and art permitted fine choices to be made. At his death
his record collection
numbered in the thousands.
For 20 years Bill and four others met once a week to listen
to good recorded music.
Recently he collaborated in a series of record concerts at the
North York Public
Library. I like to think of him in the other world happily surrounded
by his books
and paintings enjoying recorded music with some of his cronies
who have gone before.
R.P.
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THE LIBRARY

In Ottawa there is a man named Colin MacDonald who has been chewing
away assiduously
at the compilation of a multi-volume reference work on Canadian
artists. A commendable undertaking, but very time consuming considering
that after several years he is
not yet half way through. Unlike the editor of Creative Canada,
MacDonald is issuing
his volumes on an alphabetical basis; Vol. 3 takes us to Lismer,
Arthur. MacDonald's
books are being issued in paperback and bear the title Dictionary
of Canadian Artists.
Three additional items on the New Additions shelf include:
The Role Of The Trustee In The 70's, a report of the proceedings of
a seminar organized
by the Ontario Association of Art Galleries; Whitaker's Almanac
1972 (1220 pages);
Ontario Place Magazine Vol. 1, No. 1, an impressive and costly-looking
magazine
published by Ontario Place, Department of Trade and Development.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

When Bob Perry presented a copy of his book Galt, U.S.A. to
the library it came just
too late to be mentioned in the last Monthly Letter. Since that
time it has been on
the New Additions shelf for more than a month and it is hoped that
many members have
during that time looked into his sobering report on "the American
presence in a
Canadian city". Bill Sheldon has given a very acceptable little
book written by the
late Raymond Card entitled The Ontario Association Of Architects;
it is a record of
the achievement of the Association from its incorporation in 1890
to 1950. Bill has
also given catalogues of exhibitions held by the R.C.A.
and the O.S.A. and of art
exhibitions held at the C.N.E. Joe McCully very kindly brought
in to the library
4 books and some exhibition catalogues.

H.B.
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APRIL 1972
SPRING SHOW

1972

OH HELL

SPRING CABARET

Call it what you will.
It was a real good show thanks to the vast supporting
cast, the musicians, the scene artists and the scene shifters. Also add the
lighting experts and the innumerable bar keepers and their lady assistants. It is
practically impossible to do a Whittaker or a Kraglund on this so we'll let
President John Irwin speak for us in the words he spoke on the final show on April 29.

SOh

*

" Ladies and Gentlemen, please allow me a few minutes to exercise my presidential
prerogative to express sincere thanks to all those who created the fun you have
shared tonight.
It was a Helluva Good Show.
Hell was conceived almost a year ago. The gestation period, particularly
the last few weeks, were days and nights of joyous anticipation. In fact,
the imminent birth gave the Club some of its finest fellowship hours.
To
assist the birth we were fortunate to have the services of an excellent team
of specialists. One top specialist did a beautiful professional job of organization. Never in recent memory have so many Club professionals been harnessed
for a show. Ladies and Gentlemen, I present for your approbation the Producer
of the Show, John Snell. The other top specialists who presided at the delivery
is a doctor of many talents. He directed the show. He transformed much of the
original material into amusing, often tittilating dialogue and lyrics.
He wrote
much of the show himself. And he was a star of the Show. I give you Dr. Pat
Hume. My thanks also to the distinguished actor, producer, director and Vicepresident of the Club. A man who gave the new show its finesse, Bob Christie
And, please, I ask your recognition for others in the production team. The
executive assistant to the producer and a fruity member of the cast....
Cal Wilson. The assistant producer and enthusiastic Hell's Angel, Peter Teeson
who will produce the 1973 Spring Show. Doctor Hume's team should be recognized.
I give you assistant directors and stage characters Ted Brock, Gary Hall and
John Mason. All happy events call for sounds of joy. Wonderful music you have
heard tonight was specially composed by talented Club members...and played by
two masters of the keyboard. What would the A&L do without the skill and
virtuosity of John Yocom and Wilf White?
And I must say thank you to the other
composers Horace Lapp, Keith Bissell, Vic Brooker and Bob Cruikshank. A welcome
and effective addition to the team is the choral director. The distinguished man
with the baton led the music along in great style.
Thank you John Cozens. A vote
of thanks to our choreographer and pet snake and accomplished actor Brent Rowe.
And now The Ladies, Morna, Norma and Joan may have been billed for the show as
Ladies from Hades, but to us they are lovely angels.
Their charm, grace and
vivacity have been a delight. I give you...The Ladies. My warm thanks to
three special troupers. The first is a star in his own right...a man of magic...
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a beloved member who tonight completes his 26th appearance in an A&L Spring
show...I give you Sid Johnson. The second grand trouper is equally loved.
A man who does a beautiful job on the stage...tonight you have seen him as a
convincing Mephistopholes...Bill Shelden. The third gentleman is a real
veteran. Well known for his wonderful tenor voice - not heard this year for
some reason--and his acting ability, demonstrated tonight. A veteran who has
taken part in Spring Shows for 34 years.
I repeat 34 years....Bill Thompson.
We owe much to the expert who designed the stage set, the effective Hell in
the Great Hall--and expert who has devoted many years to this Club, Oxford
McNeill. Other talented gentlemen who created artwork were Dr. Alf Casson,
Adrian Dingle, Gordon Peters, Al Collier, Charles Hilder, Jack Secord,
Yvon Doucet, Garth Haines, John McLean, Gord Rice, Bob Hume. Key personnel
in any stage show are hidden from view. They form the talented group who do
miracles with paint, rope, drapes, wire, grease and hydro.
I give you the
stage crew ably led by Roly Pincoe. Creative work in another direction should
be recognized.
I give you our handsome bouncer Jack Prior. Add the man from
Malabar, Michael Schilder. And talking about costumes.
You recall that Excellent
number Seven Deadly Sins, the black light fantasy?
We were fortunate having the
advice and creative inspiration of Nick Kravjansky. He is the author and creator
of the Black Box Theatre at Expo and the Montreal Arts Theatre. We are sorry
that he could not be with us tonight to personally thank him.
And finally, but not least, may I thank you our audience. We have been privileged
to play to full houses all week. Your generous reception gave the cast every
encouragemnet to do their best.
Thank you everyone, especially the 110 Club
members who cheerfully played their part in going to HELL.

The last Monthly Dinner of the Club year was held on March 24 with Gerhard Kennedy
showing two of his well known films. The first was God's River taken some twenty
five years ago. The scene was Canada's wilds over three hundred miles north of
Winnipeg. This place was reached by plane and the fishing area by the good grace
and skill of Cree Indians. Never did a river flow so swiftly nor were the canoes
so ably managed in the torrents.
The northern trout abounded and the fishermen
could hardly believe their eyes as they pulled one after another into the net. The
fish were so large that they wouldn't go into the creel. The other picture was
titled LEAVE THIS NOT TO CAIN, a documentary type extolling the virtue of living
in the north, the so called mid-continental corridor stretching from Newfoundland
to the Alaska border. Many scientific organizations contributed plans and models
which showed how a large population living in geodesic domes could have perfect
climate controlled comfort during the long winter. There were pictures of Habitat
like housing and out of this world transportation. We enjoyed seeing vast herds of
buffalo scurrying across the wide tundra. It was a wonderful dream' John Irwin
introduced Gerhard and Chuck Matthews thanked him.
Previous to the showing of the films the President explained why Gunter was sitting
at the Executive table. Well, it was Gunter's 50th. birthday and John took the
opportunity of giving us some of the background. Gunter went to sea when he was 16
got involved in the war, spent some time in a British internment camp where he
studied management. After the war he came to Canada. At one time he was responsible
for the feeding of 1200 USAF service men and occupied an unenviable post in the
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Arctic.
He also managed personnel for the D.O.T., Imperial Oil and the
Airport.
Nine years ago he came to the Club.
Judging by the excellence of the beef served
that night his experience has served him well.
In acknowledging the good wishes
of the President, Gunter said "I am a man of few words
as you probably know.
Let
me say this.
I compare my job here with a normal happy marriage...a
love-hate
relationship.
After being here almost ten years it must be more
love or perhaps
it's
only a habit.
I'll
find out the truth during my next ten years with you.
And for the record, Stan Cooper was acting Chaplain
and Ernesto Vinci generously
led us in two Queen anthemns.

*

Leon Katz, a new member, was a speaker at the March
29 luncheon.
He had recently
returned from a two week visit
to Cuba and gave us some of his impressions on that
occasion.
Certainly a visit
to Cuba is eye-opening.
There is a communist background
to everything.
Wages are geared to simple living--there is no need to accumulate
wealth or for that matter to think about the future.
The children are well looked
after, are healthy and happy.
People who wish to leave the country are subjected
to
certain trials.
For instance, they are immediately sent to some sort
of
labour
camp
and eventually, after 18 months or two years, they
are permitted to leave.
Leon's
adventure was well worth while.
He discovered the importance of returning to the
hotel early in the evening or he would get the
police to investigate his movements.
By the way, Leon showed us after
his talk a cutting from a Cuban newspaper.
They
always spell the name NIXON with a reproduction of the
Nazi swastika in the place
of the X.
Thus is hate for the USA perpetuated'
John Irwin introduced the speaker

and John Galilee thanked him.

Ontario's school system is the most massive in Canada
(1,500,000 elementary school
pupils and 600,000 secondary school pupils, and costs
are still
rising - and so is
the taxpayers resistance.
This was the background to a full-house luncheon talk
on April 7 by Dr. Ed. Stewart, deputy minister of the Department
of Education,
Government of Ontario, and popular A & L member.
Dr. Stewart gave a polished
performance.
He sited facts and figures to demonstrate Ontario's
preminence in
education.
He told us that the provincial government was fully aware
of public
concern over the quality and cost of education, and
that special committees had
been set up to fully examine all
aspects of the educational system.
We were left
with the comfortable feeling that Ed. Stewart is
the right man in the right place.
President John Irwin did the introductory honours.
Dick Blue, just
returned from
the fleshpots of Madeira, expressed our thanks.

Birthday parties are always joyous affairs.
And the 82nd birthday of Chuck Matthews
on April 6 was such an occasion.
President John Irwin enlisted the aid of John Taylor
and Eric Heathcote to round up members to come to the Club
for a birthday lunch.

I
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Chuck was pleasently surprised to be warmly greeted by over 60 members--and delighted
to receive messages from many who could not attend.
Chuck was made President for the
day and was, as he put it,
in the Peacock Chair for the first
time in his life.
Music honours were accorded by Jack Yocom and Wilf White.
And our steward's wife
produced a birthday cake.
In thanking the members, Chuck said that his membership
in the Club, which he joined 52 years ago, was one of the better things in his life.
"I try to come to the Club at least
twice a week.
I love the friendship and fellowship," he said.
President John Irwin, in reply, hoped that members would follow
Chuck's attendance record at the Club luncheon.
It is obviously a recipe for longevity.

THE ARCHIVES

We would recommend that all
members interested in the history of the Club take
another long look at the walls of the Lamps Room.
A re-arrangement of some items
which have been hanging there has provided space for the addition of a number of
pieces of an archival nature.
Among the new acquisitions is the Stanley Turner
drawing of the Court St. entrance to the previous Club quarters, the cover of our
50th anniversary booklet, an old photograph showing a formal grouping of some members
of the O.S.A. in 1911, and a number of other items.
Maurice Snelgrove is to be
thanked for the lettering,
Harry Coughey for the framing, Bob Hume for the hanging,
and many others for their contribution of suitable material.
A key drawing identifying all
the old pictures on the west wall of the front hall
has proven to be a very helpful addition to our visual collection of archives.
Two
articles
which were printed in the Canadian Forum 45 years apart have been photocopied and added to the archives files;
they are: The Group Of Seven by Barker Fairley
(Feb. 1925) and Graphics In The Forum by Mrs. J. Murray (Apr. 1970).
The exhibitions
which saluted the founding and the 50th anniversary of the T.S.O. have been removed
from the mobile display cases and replaced with items published by the Club; one case
contains 10 issues of The Lamps and the other a variety of other items.

XXXXXXXXXX

The T..S.O. display contained two copies of the silver medallion struck to commemorate
the orchestra's 50th season; the designer was Sorel Etrog, a former Club member.
We are therefore greatly indebted to Bill Townley who has generously purchased a copy
of the medallion and presented it to the Club.
We are also indebted to Dr. Clare
Hassard, who has made the very acceptable gift
of 18 framed Christman dinner programmes.
Mrs. J. E. Sampson has loaned for copying two old photographs which will be framed for
the Lamps room.

0
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On Thursday April 20th we were honoured by having as luncheon speaker C. R.
WynneRoberts a Director of the I.L.O. (International Labour Office) at
Geneva, Switzerland.
The intriguing subject for his talk was "What's going on in the Third
World?".
We learned that the Third World consists of the uncommitted developing
countries
of the world which include Argentina, Saudi, Arabia, Venezuela, Mexico,
India and
so on. The ILO was an important part of the old League of
Nations which was
originally founded to improve the working conditions of labour. Of late
years
much has been done to broaden this concept by offering technical assistance
and the
training of management. The consequent improvement of productivity
has found the
study of marketing plans necessary to sell the increased
output.
This latter programme
is the particular responsibility of our speaker. Mr. Wynne-Roberts
paid tribute to
the help provided by Canada to the ILO both by technical
personnel and by money.
The Ottawa office for ILO for instance costs over a million dollars a
year is paid for
by Canada. Elmer Phillips who brought the speaker to us introduced him
and John Irwin
thanked him.

O

Professor Edwin Malins of Oxford University spoke to us on April 21st.
on the subject
"English Landscape Gardening of the Eighteenth Century". He commenced
by comparing
the bleakness of the M-4 West road from Bath to London with the completely
different
views seen from the side roads, of great houses of the
past with their natural clumps
of trees standing out at the top of green hills. He alluded to the formal
gardens of
Versailles that, in a geometrical way, led the eye to the designer of
it all, Louis XIV-the design of an autocrat.
The English landscapers in the eighteenth century preferred
nature to look like nature - not art. He told how "Capability" Brown
turned famous
properties such as Blenheim, Longleat and Hatfield House and nearly
a hundred others
into the natural look. Professor Malins sees the gradual disappearance
of these great
enclosures, as he put it,....Defoliation by the tyranny of the tax
gatherers.
It was
indeed a
nostalgic look into the past when the rich were very very rich (and,
alas
the poor were very, very poor.
Professor O'Driscoll introduced the speaker and
John Bradshaw an expert in a very different type of gardening, thanked
him.

A CRY FOR HELP

Another plea goes out from the Archivist to all
members who
may be holding items needed to augment the Club files.
We
are in need of old pictures, art
exhibition catalogues,
programmes of revues, plays and musical events, as well as
Christman dinners menus. Any Club material more than ten
years of age is of potential interest.
O

Would-be donors are asked to phone Hunter Bishop at 483-7482
to learn of specific archival requirements.

I
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Plans to accent the art
of A.Y. Jackson - without excluding his
contemporaries - as a chief agency in maturing a Canadian national
and cultural
consciousness, are in the hands of the Committee for Homage
to A.Y. Jackson on
his 90th Birthday (October 3, 1972).
Refer in short to the project as J-90-B.
It was presented to the Executive Committee of the Arts & Letters
Club by
B.T. Richardson, chairman of J-90-B, and accepted.
The board gave permission to
use A & L's address as communication centre for mailing and
related purposes.
The aim is to remind Canadians that the concept of Canada
displayed
in Alex Jackson's many canvases and sketches is a major fixed
reference of the
human spirit
in Canadian terms, and as such is immortal and a part of the
heritage
of mankind.
Jackson's landscapes cover the northern half of North
America, a key
area of the civilized community, a range, as Burt Richardson
argued, not equalled
by any other landscape artist
in any country.
The Homage to A.Y. committee expects to issue a detailed program
in
brochure form, keeping it up-to-date from time to time.
A dozen or so good
projects are already in hand, and will be outlined in later
issues of the Monthly
Letter.
They will be put under competent direction, mainly among
A & L members.
Vice-chairman C.A.G. (Chuck) Matthews serves as main liaison
link for club members
with Jackson's 90th Birthday (J-90-B).
This project is already off the ground, though hardly yet airborne.
Its
resources consist of the help and encouragement of Arts & Letters
members,
and that means all
the encouragement it can get, even to help pay for postage
and stationery.
Efforts will be made, to the limit of the committee's resources
to
communicate with all
media, educational organizations, public and private
institutions,
and the public at large.
There are no boundaries to "the public
at large" in this case, neither Ontario nor Canada itself.
To define and
communicate the cultural significance of recognition of the contours,
the variety,
the dimensions and the beauty of Canada, Homage to A.Y. Jackson
is a project that
does not involve Alex Jackson himself, the patriarch of Canadian
art.
It is a
venture in cultural communication in which
all
can join.

B.T.R.

ARS LONGA
When one thinks of the millions of people that have been slaughtered
in the history
of mankind in wars, ranging from tribal
to global, one wonders how much greater our
civilization
would be now, if men and women and children had been allowed
to live
out their allotted days to develop their
intellects
and their
talents.
From the technological aspect we might be further behind, because
war seems to
inspire men, even Leonardo da Vinci, to inventive heights.
However, we might well
have made far more constructive progress in all
the arts and in the pursuit of
knowledge if more people had been spared.

r
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All this philosophizing is not intended to lead up to suggesting that you letter
a placard and march to the United States Consulate. Rather, we wish to deal with
a form of destruction of talent that has probably caused many a potential Rembrandt,
Constable or Degas to disappear unsung, unknown and unheralded, lost to the history
of art when they might have made a contribution that lasted for centuries.

That form of talent destruction, for want of a better name, is probably procrastination. How many times have you heard an artist say:
"Well I'm going to
start painting really seriously!"
This is usually followed by a qualifying phrase:
"just as soon as I go on a holiday, finish this series of advertisements, finish
building the dock at the cottage"...fill in any comment; they all amount to an
excuse for inaction.

Now the last thing your amanuensis wants to resemble is a correspondence art
school instructor chiding his rural pupils for delay in finishing up assignments
for lesson 3. He just means that a lot of good men are not really getting down
to work. In about forty years of talking to artists, working with artists,
listening to artists and looking at the work of artists, he can remember many
talented people who hiave withered on the vine while still protesting that they
were really going to get down to the business of painting.

Musicians know that they have to practise. If they don't have a good work-out
before a concert, the audiences and the critics
know it.
Why do so many artists
think that they can pick up a brush once or twice every year or so and knock off
a masterpiece?
Often these types are the ones who are most vocal in their criticisms of other
artists
who are producing:
"He has nothing to say!"
"He depends solely on subject
matter".
"Facile" "Eclectic"
"Painting for the market"
"Commercial"
"Too far out"
"Can't understand him"
"Too obvious"
"Cold"
"Too emotional, too sugary"
"Colorless"
"Too much color"
"All technique"
"No technique"
"He should change
direction now"
"He should stick to one thing, what's he trying to do, jump all
over the place?"
Well, you probably have made your own collection of such phrases
picked up over the brimming wine glasses at gallery openings.

Full marks should go. to those who really work at their
art,
who seek to develop
their
talents.
No matter what you think of Picasso and Dali - they have worked!

All this does not excuse the artist
who having lost
sight of his objectives,
redoubles his efforts. Work, unfortunately, is no guarantee of immortality. If you
don't have the voice for it - you'll never sing at the Met.

Most of you probably have known artists like the man in his eighties who has been
painting since fourteen, always and only in life classes. He keeps turning out an
endless parade of distorted heads, like El Grecos seen through the bottom of a milk
bottle.
No improvements, no change, just heads on 8" x 10" panels.
Thomas Eakins,
when in Paris, wrote to describe such perpetual, professional students to his father,
reporting that their middle-age class work was inferior to their youthful studies.
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This scribe remembers the late Syd Hallam stating:
"That man's a good illustrator,
and could be a good painter, if he would only stay away from some classes and
do
even a
little work on his own!"

However, let's stay away from preaching; the dog-collar chafes my Adam's apple.
But, if you're talented please, your amanuensis beseeches you, please do something
about it,
before we all make that last horizontal trip in the big black Cadillac
station wagon with the purple side curtains.

Now off to the galleries - and let's hope that you are visiting more galleries:
This is the Hundredth Anniversary year of The Ontario Society of Artists.
Kay Kritzwiser gave them a five-column article on April 6th. They have had a
two-month exhibition at Canada Life Place and a showing at the St. Lawrence Centre,
and many another tribute.

Right on the hundredth anniversary evening, the OSA 100th was opened at the OISE
Building on Bloor, across from that palace of popular culture, the Varsity Stadium.

There was a tremendous turn out - so large that some of our Club members even had
to stand in line for the bar for what seemed like dessicated hours. Prizes were
awarded. Al Collier was electronically flashing with a Hassleblad and
everybody
was there.

After exotic and domestic cheeses and delightful coffee, all hands swarmed down
to see the handsome exhibition several floors below, where in a spacious lounge
the works were displayed.
Some bewildered students, swathed in beards and books,
doggedly concentrated on their studies while artists and friends swirled about
them. In a separate room, a triple screen, audio-visual slide presentation
featured the works of some famous names, including members of A&L. Altogether an
enjoyable rewarding evening that wound up at the home of the President, Gerry Sevier,
who has done so much, with the co-operation of his colleagues, to make 1972 the year
of the O.S.A. (By the way, why wasn't A&L the big money giver at this 100th exhibition?
No participation at all. Oh well, after all, we are a luncheon club, you know!)

Osvald Timmas, a dedicated artist, who paints 35 hours a week in addition to holding
a position of responsibility in the business world, had two shows running concurrently: An opening of new works at the Merton Gallery that were exquisite
examples of watercolor blended with superb skill. His techniques defy analysis and
express the mood of nature, even in microcosmic forms.
A virtuoso performance that
was a natural projection of his retrospective at Erindale College. An industrious
and talented artist, he works assiduously and creatively, encouraged by a dedicated
wife.

(Note - one young artists has been talking about painting for the past several years
since he left art school. His wife called his bluff on his birthday and gave him a
set of watercolors.
Junior isn't working yet - his wife didn't give him any paper!)

Following at Merton Galleries, wall hangings of artistic importance by Isolde
Broedermann, Ursula Matrsovs and William Hodge. A very worthwhile exhibition of
great charm and haunting beauty.

At the Electric Gallery, we met the bearded creator of neon works, Ed Fielding.
If you haven't been to this gallery yet, you are missing an experience that could
expand your visual horizons.

Leonard Brooks, that famed Canadian resident of Mexico and author of books with a
vast audience, exhibited his stunning collages at Roberts Gallery. Here is an
artist who has made the international scene and has the generosity to feature works
of fellow Canadians, including Paraskeva Clark, in his books that are far above the
usual "how-to-do-it" manual.

Also at Roberts, the work of magic-realist Tom Forrestall, who paints scenes of
meticulous realism in large shaped areas. An amalgam of the shaped canvass approach
so beloved of the minimal artists, but in this case packed full of detailed content.

William Hayter etchings at the Ashley & Crippen Gallery, where we enjoyed a pleasant
chat with John Labbatt. Hayter, born in 1901, pushes continuously on into new areas
of exploration. A trained Scientist, he does etchings the like of which you probably
have never seen before.

At the Craft Gallery an exhibition of pottery "Cone 10" by students of the Ontario
College of Art.
The Canadian Guild of Crafts is headed for international fame with
a world show slated for 1974 at the Ontario Science Centre.
Dr. Floyd Chalmers'
daughter Joan, is one of the driving forces here. Paul Bennett is moving into a
key position with the Guild from his directorship of The Robert McLaughlin Gallery
in Oshawa.

Bruce St. Clair at the Aggregation Gallery again, with a handsome collection of
paintings in the magic realism tradition. He paints in oils and an unfinished
work gave an idea of the technical mastery that he has of that traditional medium.
You get realism yes - but it's
really got impact and luminosity rather than a dull,
flat surface.
J.M.

LAPP'S CORNER
Palm Sunday at St.

Spoofs-on-the-Knoll

Under the avante-garde guidance of their new pastors the Right Reverend Canon
Rabelais and the Wrong Reverend Bishop Bull, Palm Sunday at St. Spoofs was really
groovey this year. At 11 A.M. the organist swung into "Way Down Upon the Jordan River"
after which the front door blew open axposing an overexposed ballet from St. Frauds
on-the-Lam. Led by the Lord of the Dance (New Hymnal No. 106) singing and shouting
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assorted questionable slogans, they boozily pranced up the aisle to the alter with
Rabelais and Bull smiling their approval. The Lord flopped on the Altar, producing
a battered guitar upon which he played his complete repertoire, the chords of G and C.
After burning Rabelais' sermon (Lousy anyway) the joyous crowd, minus those of the
worshippers, who had resigned on the spot, toted their palms down to the City Hall
to protest the use of the civic snowmobile by Mayor Venison for a trade mission to
Oakville en famille.
The Canon, the Bishop and the Lord of the Dance tried to walk
across the pool on the water, but as President Nixon holds the copyright for 1972
they disappeared permanently, we hope.
The above report is purely fictitious
and
all the names have been changed to protect the innocent, but don't bet on it.
If this contribution sounds rather bitter it is because for half of April I sat in
the house with a cold cursing the medical profession or whoever invented synthetic
penicillin. Synthetic penicillin, for crying out loud! I'd have been better with
aspirin and hair tonic.
It was a big help to hear some of Murray Adaskin's music
on the air and when Nabet is through striking we hope to hear those Irish songs of
Dick Johnston. A murrain on that strike.
I was booked by C.B.C. to do a television
show on Horace Lapp of all people, and it has now been postponed from June 2nd. to
Heavens knows when. Maybe synthetic penicillin for both sides might clear up the
trouble.
Creaking and groaning I dragged my tortured frame to the Spring Show and I must
say that listening to Jack Yocom and Wilf White playing their two pianos made the
germ ridden trip worthwhile.
I enjoyed Vic Brooker's prelude to Act II. While
the Show is reviewed elsewhere, I can't help hoping that Sid Johnson's superfunny
remark will be preserved for posterity. You know the one, "I thought I saw a
bluebird out on my lawn but it turned out to be only a cardinal holding its breath."
An orchid to whoever engaged John Cousins to rehearse and conduct the Show. Thanks
to his experience and direction no show was ever smoother. May I tell Gunter and
Lissi in Lapp's Corner how much I enjoyed their very sensible and tasty lunch afterwards. Those devilled eggs fashioned with loving care by Mrs. Zilla Coombes were
straight from Heaven'
Last month as I announced, Charles Peaker, his choir and soloists presented Dvorak's
"Stabat Mater" conducted by Keith Bissell. Unfortunately it was Harry Maude's
last appearance, bar a few Sundays in St. Pauls. He has resigned as solosist and
without hesitation I say they will never get anyone to replace that big beautiful
voice which resounded through the church so magnificently. As usual, he's written
a very funny account of the event which he will perform at the farewell dinner.
My nomination for the worst record of any year is "Jay", something to do with
Apollo 16 and no wonder they had so much trouble. One second you think it is a
jazzed up "Jesu Joy of Man's Desiring" and the next sounds like "The Irish
Washerwoman".
Seems as if it just can't make up its bottomdown mind.
Gene and Margaret Butt invited me to the original Twilight Concert of the Toronto
Symphony last
Sunday afternoon. The incomparable Karel Ancerl (and I'm not ruling
out Herbert Von Karajen when I say incomparable) the incomparable Ancerl conducted
a programme of pieces which, after 50 years should have sounded pretty hackneyed.
However, Mr. Ancerl who can take Brahm's Hungarian Dances and make them sound
as if we had never heard them before transformed every number into something we
were hearing for the first time.
Even the Tchaikovsky Fifth like Snowwhite sound
asleep these last few years, yawned, stretched, jumped out of bed and brought us
to our feet cheering for Prince Ancerl who wakened her up with a fat juicy kiss
on the Moderato.
Right, Frank Fusco?

-
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By the way, Nicky Goldschmidt who I'm sure would have been happy with either of
those two charming ladies, did not have his picture taken with Mrs. Robert Nixon
as mentioned last month. His smiling visage was enhanced by beautiful Mrs. Richard
Nixon on the occasion of the Opera Conference in Washington.
When John Hodgins came home from active duty in Vancouver to take over a desk job
for the Choral Union in that ivory tower on Bloor Street, I prophesied that soon
the desk, the chair, three secretaries and John would come hurtling out the window
on to Bloor Street. After roughly one year of battling middle age spread bureaucrats
and other crats, sure enough, with a crash of glass, the desk, the chair, three
secretaries and John come hurtling out of the tenth storey window on to Bloor Street.
John had all he could take. With a "That's That" expression on his face he slowly
got up and walked back to the Conservatory to pick up the work nature intended him
for.
The three secretaries flew back up to the ivory tower on their own brooms.
I have an original riddle composed and narrated by Charlie Thompson.
QUESTION
Why is the present president of the United States of America
envious of a certain past president of the Arts and Letters Club?
ANSWER

Because he would give anything to be a Wardropper.
H.L.

The Heritage Collection of pictures organized by Lou Hartley has been the recipient
of many donations from members and from families of departed members. We hope to
publish a full list of these in the next Monthly Letter.

OBITUARY
Colonel Louis Keene E.D.
1888 -

1972

Life Member, Arts and Letters Club

Born in London, England. Studied at the Chelsea School of Art in London, and the
South African School of Art, Capetown S.A. Political cartoonist with the newspaper...
"Cape Argus" - Capetown, prior to his coming to Montreal in 1912.
Cartoonist with the Montreal Herald 1912-1914.
At the outbreak of war in 1914, he enlisted in the 1st Auto-Machine Gun Battery,
serving in France, and later in Siberia 1914 - 1918.
During the Second War he commanded the Lorne Scots Regiment overseas -

1939-45.

His association with the T. EATON Co. Ltd. as manager of the Merchandise Display
Department, and later as Principal buyer Chinaware, covered a long, and distinguished
career with the company until his retirement in 1953.
Throughout his life he retained his interest in Art, painting and drawing with a high
calibre of professionalism. He is represented in the collection of War Art in Ottawa.
A resident of Oakville for many years, he was buried in St. Jude's Cemetery, Oakville,
on May 8th - 1972.
E.H.
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THE LIBRARY

And
Spring's arrival brings thoughts of the pleasures of "a day in the country".
Niagara On-The-Lake.
surely one of the most pleasant ways of spending a day is to visit
town have been growing noticeably in recent
of this historic
The charm and interest
look at the
But first
can be recommended without hesitation.
years, so that a visit
book on the New Addition shelf entitled Old Niagara On The Lake by Peter John Stokes.
The author was Restoration Architect at Upper Canada Village, and at present is
The book is organized into
involved with the restoration of the Grange in Toronto.
There are
three walking tours, each beginning and ending at the Apothecary Shop.
numerous detailed illustrations
by Robert Montgomery and there is an illustrated
glossary.
If the paragraph above has caught the attention of those interested in historic
buildings read on, for the next book to be described is of related interest.
The author is John Rempel, who was awarded a Senior Canada Council Fellowship for
is Building With Wood,
The title
research in the history of building in Ontario.
and the subject matter deals more with the construction of buildings than with
All methods of 19th century construction, and the tools used,
their architecture.
with drawings and over 200 photographs.
are fully illustrated

XXXXXXXXXXX

Jack Yocom has kindly given to our library a signed copy of The First
Fifty,
a Personal History Of The Toronto Symphony written by fellow member Arnold Edinborough.
continuous
The book highlights the difficulties
and triumphs of the orchestra during its
existence since the twilight concert given in April 1923.
The Fairfield
John McLeish has presented a signed copy of his writings under the title
The 158 pages cover entries between December 1964 and June 1965 and deal
Journal.
during a sabbatical period at Harvard as a post-doctoral fellow.
with his life
of this very personal journal is the name of the street
The "Fairfield" of the title
on which the author lived in Boston.
Joe McCully celebrated his 45 years of Club membership (and promotion to Life MemberAmong
ship) by giving a number of books and exhibition catalogues to our library.
by Archibald MacLeish, and They Asked For A
the books were Poetry And Journalism
Paper by C.S. Lewis.

H.B.
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June 1972

Life member Jack McLaren travelled from his Ben Millar retreat near Goderich
on May 26 to make a presentation of twenty-five clay pipes used by an inner
circle of members some 40 years ago. This group, Jack explained, was called
Birds of a Feather and was formed to be an antidote to the pervasive effect
of the depression years. The pipes were mounted and framed in a most artistic
manner and each one had been autographed by the owners. The members of the
B.O.F. used to gather at Jack's summer cottage and raise particular Hell. Jack
kept us enthralled as he recalled some of the more daring and amusing adventures
both of the B.O.F. and other personalities in the Club in those years.
It
was all greatly enjoyed by a large turnout. Among the original members of the
group present were George Young, Jim Wardropper, Harry Dyment, Merrill Denison,
Charles Thompson, Edgar Stone, Chuck Matthews and, of course, its founder,
Jack McLaren. Chuck Matthews introduced and Edgar Stone thanked the speaker.

The Annual Meeting on May 26 started promptly at 5:45 pm and went like clock
work. There were no dissents.
Perhaps the highlight of the evening was the
gloomy report of the Treasurer, although perhaps it was the lowlight. It
really was no surprise because it was his THIRTEENTH report. As usual, the
singing of the Constitution by the choir roused everyone. Keith Bissell was
the conductor, Horace Lapp, the pianist and Harry Maude, the soloist. The
uniqueness of this composition and its hearty execution are reminders of
Willan's genius.
At the dinner wiich followed, the President turned over his chain of office
to Bob Christie who replied suitably and asked cooperation of members for the
coming year.
Chuck Matthews then asked for the floor and delivered the
following tribute to John
AU REVOIR, JOHN!!

0

JOHN IRWIN was the 38th President of the Arts and Letters Club...since its
founding in 1908.
12 of these Presidents were Artists; 4 were Musicians and 4 were Architects.
There were 5 Authors and Editors, a Chief Librarian, a Music and
Drama Critic, a Museum Director, a Book Publisher, an Economist,
a Philanthropist, and half a dozen or more university Professors,
each distinguished in various fields of education.
There were three business men and a corporation lawyer, each of whom had
association with the Arts.
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And tonight we elect a distinguished Actor--our first Thespian President.
Two of our past presidents were honoured with knighthoods, and one became
Governor-General of Canada.
Who can tell what the future holds for John Irwin!
It has been my good fortune to have known each one of these distinguished
men---many of whom have been warm, personal friends.
I know that "comparisions are odious", but with 52 years of membership--ll
years on the executive committee--behind me, I feel I am not sticking
my neck out too far in saying that every one of the 12 artist presidents
were better than John Irwin.... better artists that is; and the four
musicians and four architects I have referred to were also better than
John.... better musicians and better architects.
And so I could go down the entire list and place each president ahead of
John.... in respect of hiw own field of endeavour.
But I would be hard pressed indeed to name any one of his thirty-seven
predecessors how has been more loyal, more friendly, more efficient,
More enthusiastic in promoting all aspects of Club life, or more
gracious when presiding at open meetings and at Club functions.
I know that every one here tonight, and those members not present, will
join with me in saying:
"Thank you, John.
You have been a damned good president."
We congratulate Bill Shelden on having been awarded the Frank Galbraith
Memorial Trophy of the Toronto Focal Forum (Photography). The citation
reads "The man who has done the most for the club during the past year".
If running our Club had a similar award Bill would certainly be in the
running.
On the subject of honours.
A. J. Casson LL.D. received the City of Toronto's Civic Award of Merit-a Gold Medal "....as
a distinguished citizen who has brought honour to the
city as a famous artist and member of the Group of Seven.
General Bruce Legge Q.C. received the City's Medal of Service ... " for
distinguished service with the Toronto Historical Board."
Aftermath of the Spring Show 1972, written by Norma Clark (non-member) and
declaimed by Cal Wilson at a farewell party given by Pat Hume for John
Mason on the eve of a visit to England by John.

Ma
son Ma - son
It has to be
That you will leave our company-A vision came to me one night
When hellish demons were in flight!
Now lo, the vision comes to pass,
you go, we grieve, why leave, alas!
So on
the path you travel now,
Ma - son, you must forever vow
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To
To
To
To

practice always abstinence,
vow to do no violence,
seek Nirvana every day,
write, perform, produce a play--

And always to remember well
Those many friends you made -

oh Hell'

Not to be confused with our own Heritage collection of painting, the Ontario
Government recently convened a Heritage Congress--an assortment of a
thousand people of differing ethnic cultures.
Hunter Bishop and Bill
Shelden and many other A&L Members attended this cultural babel.

B. T. Richardson addressed the Toronto Branch of the Special Libraries
Association on May 16th. The topic of his talk was "Cross References on
Canada", with special references being made to Sir John A. MacDonald,
Stephen Leacock and A.Y. Jackson.

A. Y. JACKSON COMMITTEE GROWS AND GROWS
Now claiming genuine national character, the Committee on
Homage to A. J. Jackson has grown and grown with additions from parts
of the country other than Toronto.
The Committee will shortly distribute a
pamphlet defining its purpose of reminding Canadians of the significance
and cultural contribution of A. Y. Jackson's 90th birthday on October
3 next.
The Committee may reach the size of a Group of Seven Hundred.
Clarke, Irwin & Company, who published Jackson's autobiography
and the magnificent A.Y.'s CANADA, are assisting in assembling an
information kit for school teachers, art instructors and others as a help in
creating pupils' projects on Jackson and the Group of Seven.
Departments
of education are being approached, to encourage classroom introduction
to the Canadian landscape genre as a chief factor in Canadian identity.
The Georgian Bay Islanders are orgainzing an A.Y. Jackson Cruise for small
boats from Parry Sound to Killarney Park, one week duration in late July.
The explorers will set up markings of identifiable locations where Jackson
and his contemporaries sketched. Cruise members have adopted A.Y. Jackson
T-shirts as official uniforms.
The Committee and the Islanders will ask
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Ontario Department of Tourism to establish permanent paint marks to
guide future travellers in the Group of Seven country. Best suggestion for the permanent marker came from Gerhard Kennedy, i.e. the smear
of a wet palette on rock face, such as painters usually leave as they
pack for home. Help in identifying places that inspired Group of Seven
artists is welcome.
Stephen Franklin, journalist, novelist and free lance writer,
has joined the A.Y. Jackson Committee to handle writing assignments. He
will produce a brochure and supervise assembly of information. Postmaster General Jean-Pierre Cote has rejected our request for issue of a
Canadian stamp in October, under authority of his department's policy
guide on stamps, Order No. 1, referring to cultural and economic traditions, history and understanding. He replied on Order No. 4, that no
living person except Royalty, is honoured in Canadian stamps. This leave
the way open for the Committee to issue its own stamp-sticker for
general distribution.
A. Y. Jackson's favorite painting place in the Georgain Bay
area is reputed to be a lake in the La Cloche Mountains in Killarney
Park. With an assist from Leo Bernier, Ontario minister of northern
affairs, we expected to designate that place as Lake A.Y. Jackson.
Secretary of State Gerard Pelletier, a member of the committee, has made
available his department's translation resources, as needed, A.Y.
Jackson being a billingual Montrealer, as well as a Toronto anglais.
Financially, the Committee has pin money for sundry expenses,
as a result of Chuck Matthews's creative auction of autographed Jackson
prints.
B.T.R.

A breezy,
earthy slice of "Show Biz" was enjoyed on Monday
June 5th when Donald C. Farber, New York Attorney and theatre authority
Introduced by Elmer Phillips who billed him as
joined us for lunch.
"the man who brought last year's snow storms" he admitted that every time
he lectured at York University as a visiting professor he landed in a
blizzard at Malton.
His stories of the many noted actors and companies he represents
legally and with whom he enjoys a warm personal friendship brought these
public figures to us as did his masterly analysis of the Broadway gamble.
He had spent many memorable evenings with Joan Bennett a glass
of scotch in hand before a blazing fire listening to fascination stories
of her father Richard Bennett the noted actor. From these came her book
with his reward an inscription "In the beginning was the dawn."
His greatest trial was what to say back stage after a play.

Bob

-
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But
Christie in thanking him admitted that now he never goes back stage.
friend who always says "Bob, I never
he added I dearly treasure my faithful
saw you give a better performance."
C.A.C.

THE ARCHIVES

Apologies are in order to members who attended the Annual Meeting and were
subjected to an unsatisfactory audio-visual presentation featuring the
in addition, thanks to Al Collier, the text which accompanied
portraits;
the slides has been revised and re-taped.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

At a luncheon on March 26th Jack McLaren presented to the Club Archives
a case containing 25 churchwarden pipes which belonged to the B.O.F.
At
in another part of the Letter).
(More of this
members of the Club.
members
showing
the same time Edgar Stone presented a framed photograph
of the B.O.F. taken in the mid-thirties.
Eric Heathcote has given a photograph showing an annual dinner meeting of
Three members have,
the Graphic Arts Society on the third floor of the Club.
between them, given more than 150 photographs taken during the recent
Spring Revue Oh Hell'

H.B.
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OBITUARY
J. HARRY SMITH 1881-1972

Harry Smith was a charter member of the Club. His death removes the last link
with the earliest days when Gus Bridle gathered together that happy band of
writers, painters, musicians, sculptors and architects in 1908.
Harry was born in England and, with his parents, came to Toronto when he was
seven.
His first contact with journalism came when he was eleven, delivering newspapers
in the Bathurst area. He soon became more deeply involved and worked successively
with the old Toronto Globe, Saturday Night, Trade papers. He then became
Managing
Editor of the Toronto Sunday World. In 1920 this paper was sold to the
Toronto
Star and Harry left for Montreal. There he became assistant to J. Murray Gibbon
of the C.P.R.
In 1922 he organized Press relations for the C.P.R. throughout
Canada and many European countries. He was one of the first PR men in
Canada and in
the course of his duties wrote many of the speeches of Sir Edward Beatty.
Because the C.P.R. was very much under fire during the depression, Harry's
work
was most valuable. Whilst in Montreal he was a very active member of the Montreal
Arts Club. In 1945 he retired and returned to Toronto and his beloved Arts and
Letters Club.

The list of Charter members hanging in the Lamps room bears 103 names, but
the photograph of only one member hangs below the list--that of Harry
Smith.
Take a long look at that photograph, for you will be looking at a delightful
old man who was the last of those whose "--vision, zeal and talents built
an enduring fellowship of the arts, and a comradely haven for kindred
souls."
You will be looking at a man who belonged to the "Slanderbund" group at
McConkey's; who attended the meeting at the St. Charles Hotel in March
1908
when the decision to form this Club was made; who served on two of the first
five Executive Committees; who contributed to almost all early Club events
by either writing, staging, acting or singing (and sometimes a combination
of all).
A man whose character acting in Maeterlinck's "Interior" moved
Bridle to write that "-(he) was our first
good "old man" actor."
(And
Bridle was writing about a part played in 1911!).

*

It is sad to think that our link with the past is now broken, yet is is somehow heartening to know that our last Charter member was a man who not only
shaped but always radiated the true spirit of the Club.
He was a kind and
gentle man who always maintained a keen interest in this Club he loved so
much. Along with many others I hold his memory in warm affection. When I
last said goodbye to him he moved with some difficulty to his front door
where we suddenly stood in silence looking at each other.
I suppose we both
knew we would not see one another again.

H.B.
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THE LIBRARY
Mention was made in a recent Letter about the acquisition of the 1972
Whitaker's Almanack.
As a companion volume we have added the current
Information Please Almanac.
This reference work is now in its
26th
year of publication and serves as a whole shelf-full
of fact finders including a yearbook and an atlas.
From the Canadian Theatre Centre we have obtained two reference
lists
for inclusion in the section of our library dealing with
Canadian plays;
one is a Directory of Membership and the other is
Theatre Members / Producing Bodies.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

John Coulfer has given to the library a copy of his
play The Drums Are
Out. This edition was published last
year in the Irish
Drama Series by
DePaul University, Chicago.
As this is the first
time that the work of
a living dramatist has been published in the Series,
the editor asked the
author to write the introduction.
In less than a dozen pages John sets
the background for the play and provides a very interesting summary
of
his literary
career.

H.B.
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October,

1972

Monthly Dinner September 23

S

Some 75 members turned out to open the season and spent a fruitful and
hilarious evening. As Norm McMurrich had promised in his "come on" invitation,
"the drinks are on the house, not withstanding any indications to the contrary."
(his underlining).
Properly fortified the assembled mob made their way to the
dining room where President Bob Christie called the meeting to order and
an
excellent meal was enjoyed.
(Philip Clark later informed us that the new lunch
prices had produced a dead tie in the number of diners (534) and an increase
of
$107.00 to date).
Norman McMurrich led off the Committee Reports and occasioned some mild
heckling. Hunter Bishop followed and was congratulated by the President
for
the superb display he had created for the Homage to A.Y. Jackson. Elmer Phillips
warned that this is a critical year and the house exploded when it was announced
that Jack Galilee was " a broad".
(The explosion blew away the menu bill that
was being used to take notes and - the remainder of the reports remain
in the
hearer's memories!)
Norm had promised entertainment "known as GM (not General Motors or Greater
Mauritius - - it'll be more general and even greater than these!)" but what
was
our dismay to find him reading another report from his gaily decorated lectern.
However, with a masterly dissertation on "Gluteus Maximus" (he must have
been
boning up Gray's Anatomy), he soon had our minds fixed on buttocks, behinds,
bums &c.
This was fully illustrated in a daring, dastardly, delicious film,
produced at Nathan Phillips Square in which bums, male and female, wriggled
and waggled across the Square. The ends were then fittingly wrapped up in a
momentous and monumental monologue by John McLean, progenitor and instigator
of GM.

C.C.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Some first-hand observations on the situation in East Africa have been
received by Dick Blue from Peter Weinrich, Club member who is representing the
UN Development Agency in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania. The letter, dated July 28 last,
reads in part:
"We are well briefed here on world news, partly because the press is somewhat better than I really expected, despite a sometimes shrill note and a tendency
to indulge in ill-digested gobbets of Marxism-Leninism...
"I shall attempt a brief potted political nosegay of the current scene...
NYERERE, of course, is the real theoretician, although a lot of the documents come
ostensibly from TANU (Tanganyika African National Union), the sole party. The
principle one is 'Ujamaa' written in 1962...Ujamaa sets out the grounds of African
socialism and declares that socialism is a state of mind and not a political movement.
It is based on traditional African society where it was supposed that wealth
was reasonably evenly distributed and so organized that nobody starved unless everyone was starving and where no individual lacked dignity because he lacked wealth,
and where everyone was a worker.
"By and large, of course, this view of traditional African society is more
or less correct. The trouble is that it is correct for the economic traditions of
traditional African society and cannot so easily be adapted to the twentieth century.
There is a hell of a lot of room in Africa and in Tanzania, at any rate, there is
hardly any part of the country that could not be farmed for some produce or other...
"Traditional African society was manual labor, pure and simple, and still is.
This is the most striking thing I have noticed.
They use the hoe, axe and knife and
that is about all. The Government have been making strenous efforts to encourage
the use of ox-drawn ploughs, with very little success...The reason is that there is
enough good land that a family, by manual labor, can maintain itself at a decent
dietary level, keep a cow or two, make a little extra by selling in the local market
to provide what they cannot make...But the twentieth century keeps pushing in...
"The Asiatic Indians, of course, are the traditional traders -- the capitalists
if you prefer -- and have undertaken such entrepreneurial works as were appropriate.
Africanism and socialism came with independence, and the Indians were neither. They
began to be turfed out by various means and a vicious circle has resulted, the Indians
feeling persecuted and anxious to go while the going is good, indulging in currency
fiddle and the like, which has further inflamed public opinion against them, to the
point where it has become distressingly racial. Unfortunately the Indians also
represent a good deal of skilled administration....The difficulties are exacerbated
by the East African Community. Uganda is now a dictatorship, Kenya capitalist, and
only poor old Tanzania carries the flag. Under EAC conditions it means a skilled
Tanzanian can get more in Kenya and so goes (if he can), whereas an unskilled Kenyan
can get more here and so comes (if he can).
All this does not help the cause of
righteousness.
Nyerere has been careful on the whole as to the sources of his foreign aid,
much preferring (and getting) aid from Canada, Sweden, Yugoslavia and the like, and
the minimum from the US, UK, USSR. Except China, who is building the railroad.
And when I say building, they are doing just that. As far as I can make out, they
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are notemploying a single African on the project...The Africans complain (rightly,
again) that they descend like a swarm of locusts, push up the food prices all over
the place, and then depart, having ravaged the land."

LAPP'S CORNER
After a thrilling and multicoloured summer amongst the head hunters of
New Guinea, Oysters of Maryland, and Denizens of the Arctic, I put away my
National Geographics and reluctantly went back to work.

The Work
When CBC's television production "The Discoverers" goes on the air in
October, the Club will be fairly well represented. At 7.30 in the morning when
I went into "make up" to be made beautiful, there was Bill Shelden in the chair,
already quite beautiful.
In the next chair was Dr. Fred Banting, or someone who
would be Dr. Banting when the make-up girl finished with him. Another man working
on the set said he was a Club member but I missed his name and hated to ask.
I was the piano player at a
were perpetrating some questionable
the eye of our talented Director, a
us and said, "But, Horass, you must
Rend.
I can't sing."

party in the Banting living room and the guests
vocal treatment on "The Sheik of Araby" under
Frenchman, Rene Bonniere.
Suddenly he stopped
sing."
Shaken to my larynx, I groaned, "But no,

"But, yes, Horass you must.

Go ahead and sing."

Horass went ahead and sang.

At 4 P.M., my larynx ONCE MORE shook.

Rene again.
"Now, Horass, sing a few bars of "Whispering" to the girl beside you on
the bench."
I sang for three seconds.
"That's enough, Horass".
If I'm not on the cutting room floor by now, in October you may see
Horass giving a gruesome impersonation of Elsie the Cow mooing for her hay at
7.30 in the morning.

Quite a different musical picture is the Mendelssohn Choir's
triumphal
trip to Europe. All the critics but one or two of the usual monthly
show offs
were of one voice in praise of the choir. I guess their editors
are still
wondering why they never showed next day for work.
I don't think they ever will
turn up for work again. Only THE SHADOW KNOWS. And Jim Westaway.

V
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I saw some excellent pictures in The Sun of a few scenes from Mavor Moore's
CBC film "The Lyons Mail". My only criticism is that the revolutionaries were not
revolting enough. Much to clean. No rabble chases around rabbling, and looking as
if they had just stepped out of a LUX bubble bath. No decent flea or bedbug would
be found cavorting among those spotless bosoms. Pollute 'em up a bit, Mavor, nuts
to those environment boys.

Keith Bissell on his way to international acclaim is giving us some very
fine music these days. On CBC Radio last month Maureen Forrester sang a stunning
group of his songs which could have left dear old Papa Brahms puffing to keep in
the running. Keith's new suite for strings will be played by the Chamber Players
on their next concert.

Seated beside charming Julie Barbini I watched her charming and extremely
talented husband conducting "Tosca" at the O'Keefe Centre. Puccini, I'm sure,
I think
would have been very pleased with Ernesto for his treatment of the score.
however, he would have blasted the Canadian Opera Company, for burying half his
beautiful score in that infernal Black Hole of Calcutta most appropriately called
Richard Wagner's language on
the orchestra pit. The snake pit is more like it.
the subject would be unprintable even to-day.

Wandering through the Healy Willan exhibit at the Archives in Ottawa,
I was startled to see four limericks I had written to him. Two I remember
Dr.
For
She
And
For

e

Willan was once very tardy
a pupil whose name was Miss Hardy.
said, "I will scram,
I don't give a damm
his Bach or his tierce de picardie".

There was a musician named Willan
Who rivalled Sir Ernest MacMillan
The organ they'd swell,
Both raise general Hell,
Then declaim, "What a noisy old villain".
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It grieves me to note that Winter is a comin' in, but not to note that
Charlie Peaker's winter series of afternoon recitals will soon be upon us.

Anyone have any idea what it would cost to raise the orchestra up 18
inches at the O'Keefe Centre? How about that for a Club project in 1973.

Un Bel Di I am going to write the CBC about Ruby Mercer.
I will remind
them that in ten years Ruby, on her Saturday afternoon opera programmes has
produced more operas than the Met.
Some have been better than the Met. When she
gave us Das Rheingold her conductor did not muff the orchestration in the finale
as did the night Von Karajan on the Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera broadcast.
In my book, her interviews are the best, even ahead of David Frost. Think
of all the Arts and Letters Club members who have been guests on her show.
Herman Geiger - Torel, Healey Willan, Richard Johnston, Jon Vickers, who first
studied with George Lambert, Mazzoleni, Ernesto Barbini, Ernesto Vinci, Leon Major,
Sir Ernest MacMillan. Of the girls, the cutest was a young singer named Marcia,
who said she sang with Nicky Goldschmidt in Brussels and she adored him. When
Nicky reads this I suppose he will beat his breast and exclaim, "Now she tells me"'.
Ruby's magazine "Opera Canada" is often more exciting than opera news from the Met
because Ruby is more exciting herself, to which Rudolf Bing, Julius Rudel, Edward
Johnson and her hundreds of other guests can gladly testify. One fine day I shall
write in, but like other thousands of her listeners I'1 1 probably put it off till
to-morrow. It's a good thing the CBC knows anyway.

United Church Moderators since Dr. Muchmor left have not improved. The
new one has appointed a committee to look into the modernization of music in
churches.
I'm afraid I know what he has in mind. You know, the whanging amateur
gittars and the shrieking amateur songbirds (crows).
Before any more frustrated
parishioners defect to the golf course and curling rink, methinks he might investigate the sermons oozing from three quarters of his Ministers which are the real
cause of his empty pews. Ever see an investigating music committee. Ugh' Ninety
percent couldn't investigate a pay toilet. On that high note I done with a
resounding archaic AMENI
H.L.
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MURRAY ADASKIN

In presenting Murray Adaskin at Brandon University on May 27 last
for the honorary degree of Doctor of Music, University President Gordon C. Macpherson
made the citation, here excerpted in part:
"A member of a family of Distinguished Canadian Musicians,
Mr. Adaskin is one of Canada's best-known composers. Among his over thirty major
works are several commissioned by the CBC, including the opera, "Grant, Warden of
the Plains..."
"His distinguished record as an accomplished violinist and conductor
and the generous way he has advanced the cause of Canadian music through the commissioning and performing of Canadian works may be mentioned only in passing. No resume,
however, should neglect to mention his marriage to the well-known Canadian soprano,
Frances James.
"His career as a composer really started in 1944 with studies with
John Weinzweig in Toronto and later with Darius Milhaud and Charles Jones in the
United States...In 1952 Murray Adaskin was appointed professor and head of the
department of music at the University of Saskatchewan, at Saskatoon, a post he held
until 1966 when the University appointed him composer-in-residence. He served as a
member of the Canada Council from 1966 to 1969. The University of Lethbridge
honored him in 1970 by conferring upon him its honorary Doctor of Laws degree.
"To have had a musician of the stature of Murray Adaskin living
in Saskatoon since 1952 has had a tremendous influence on the cultural life of
that city."

NOTE

Lionel Stevenson, a life member, held important professorial posts in California
before being appointed Professor of English at Duke University in Durham, North
Carolina, in 1955. We recently learned that he is retiring from Duke to take up a
new appointment in the English Department of the University of Houston, Texas.
Mr. Stevenson's tenth book, entitled The Pre-Raphaelite Poets, is to be published
this Fall.
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OBITUARIES

RONALD MATTHEWS

Many friends will miss the accomplished piano and organ playing of Ron Matthews.
He joined the club as a non-professional member in 1952.
In addition to his musical
talents he was an excellent amateur painter and the decorative frames he so
generously supplied for use in club shows will be long remembered. His work as a
member of the stage crew in the early spring revues was always invaluable.
He carried on a very successful picture-framing business which his father had
founded.
In recent years ill health had kept him from the club affairs he so much enjoyed.
He died July 20, 1972.

RALPH EDEN SMITH

Ralph Eden Smith who became a prominent architect, joined the Arts & Letters
Q
Club in 1911.
He was the son of Charter Member Eden Smith who designed the Club's
fireplace in the old Court Street quarters. He was active in the stage productions
of the early days and his contribution was invaluable in those pioneer efforts.
He died July 27, 1972.
He practised architecture with his father from about 1910 to 1926 and in 1912
became a member of the Ontario Association of Architects. He designed many homes
particularly in Wychwood Park and was the architect for several churches.
In 1926, attracted by the glowing prospects held out to him in New York, he
left Toronto and resigned from the club.
In 1950 however he rejoined as a nonresident member and in 1962 on moving back to Toronto once again became a resident
member.
A long illness kept him from the club during his last days.

CHARLES DOUGLAS STEWART
After a long siege in hospital, just three weeks before his death, "C.D."
came back to us and enjoyed lunch at the club. He died August 7, 1972.

Stewart

In 1955 he became a member, first as a non-resident and later in the year as a·
resident.
His dramatic flair developed as an undergraduate at Trinity College,
University of Toronto, probably made his contributions to the Spring Revues a
valuable gift to the club.

-
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On graduating from Osgoode hall, "C.D." joined the family law firm in Barrie
and soon found himself serving as reeve of Simcoe County while enjoying an active
In 1954 he was appointed a judge of the Supreme Court of Ontario
trial practice.
and more than one of his judgements made the headlines and created new precedents.
He had a deep interest in psychiatry and medicine and was the only lay member
of the Ontario Medical Association for the past five years. He lectured on
forensic medicine at the University of Toronto and his dramatic flair came to the
fore when he played the judge on CBLT in 1960.
C.C.

THE ARCHIVES

*

The following notice has been posted in the Club for the past six weeks. As it
has drawn practically no replies it is being reproduced in this Letter in the hope
"WANTED. Photographs of
that a wider audience will provide a greater response:
distinguished men, or well-known personalities, who have been guests during the
past 64 years are wanted for an exhibition relating to visitors to the Club.
Any suitable pictures, slides, letters, etc. that can be lent or given to the
archivist would be much appreciated. Hunter Bishop, Archivist, 483-7482."
Attention of members is drawn to the current exhibition now in the display cases
in the lounge. This material complements the exhibit of paintings done by
A.Y. Jackson and, with the exception of two or three items, was all drawn from
the library and archives of the Club. It is rather nice to know that enough
Bob Hume helped dress the
material was left over to fill at least another case.
labels.
the
identifying
typed
Secord
Grace
while
cases,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

John Irwin has given a photograph showing Ralph Allen, Floyd Chalmers and Arnot Craik
John has also been of real assistance in updating the
at a Press Club bash in 1954.
book. John Grier had given a delightful old photoArchives
material in the current
show at the Art Gallery.
fun
while jurying an O.S.A. (?)
graph of a group of men having
several showing the
including
photographs,
Bill Shelden has reproduced some borrowed
art work in the interior of St. Anne's church. Ted Brock is at work identifying by
date tag the issues in the master set of Monthly Letters so that they may be microfilmed by Provincial Archives.
H.B.
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THE LIBRARY

Archives. Mirror Of Canada Past. The year 1972 is the centennial of the founding
that a book should
of the Public Archives of Canada and therefore it is fitting
into five main
divided
is
book
The
occasion.
the
mark
to
have been published
fifth section is
the
illustrations;
unique
of
number
a
sections each containing
from
Archivist
Dominion
the
was
who
Doughty,
Dr.
Culture.
headed Society And
and
repeating
bears
which
sentence
impressive
1904 to 1935, wrote a short but
are
they
precious;
most
the
are
archives
assets
national
"Of all
thinking about:
the
marks
them
of
care
our
of
extent
the
and
the gift of one generation to another
extent of our civilization".
Two other illustrated items of Canadian interest are on the New Additions shelf.
A Sense Of Time And Place is a factual booklet on fast-disappearing landmarks
which will dismay the nostalgia-minded who would wish to preserve old Toronto
buildings. There are about 25 photographs, a text by John Sewell, and a forward
centennial project
by Robert Fulford. A Heritage Of Canadian Handicrafts was the
of
development
the
traces
It
Canada.
of
Institutes
of the Federated Women's
province
each
which
for
crafts
distinctive
regional specialities and surveys the
is noted.
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

about
We are greatly indebted to Mrs. J.E. Sampson for her generosity in giving
and
O.S.A.,
R.C.A.,
are
these
Among
40 old exhibition catalogues to our library.
have
We
century.
the
of
decade
first
the
to
back
C.N.E. catalogues, some going
occasionally acquired a few similar items over the years, but this donation
establishes our collection on a worthwhile basis.
Monthly Letter
Charles Carter, who with Carl Reinke is producing this issue of the
items
soft-cover
three
library
the
to
given
in the absence of John Galilee, has
Knight
Gallant
The
are:
these
Hamilton;
dealing with historical aspects of
Diary Of
(Sir Alan Macnab), Up And Down Hamilton (A history in pictures), and The
items.
three
these
of
editor.
or
Sophia Macnab. Charles was author, co-author,
subJohn McLean donated a booklet entitled I Wish I Was A Fish which bears the
his
in
Forward
a
contributed
John
title A Search For Live Options In Yorkville.
Bernard
Organization.
Services
capacity of President, Yorkville Area Community
photoRadley has presented a book entitled Ajanta which contains some excellent
India.
of
graphic examples of the early visual arts

H.B.
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Our hearty thanks to Carl Reinke and Charles Carter for putting together the
to
September Monthly Letter so ably. Philip Clark transmitted the manuscripts
was
France
to
briefly
and
England
to
the printers and all was well. Our visit
filled with adventures and happy occasions. After all, a country that has underbe
ground stations named Cockfosters, Parsons Green and Turnham Green cannot
where
Mall
Pall
stately
in
Club
Savage
the
wholly unworthy of notice' We visited
with
Canterbury
in
afternoon
we lunched with Earle Grey. We spent a happy
J. B. Bickersteth in his glorious quarters in the Precincts of the Cathedral.
Bickersteth's rooms are filled with mementos of his Canadian days, especially of
his long tenure of office as the second Warden of Hart House. The ritual of
signing his visitors book will long be remembered. The Treasures of Tutankhamen
at the British Museum and Exhibition of The Age of Neo-Classicism at the Victoria
and Albert Museum were highlights of the London visit.
The orderly queues waiting for excursion trains...The little
Some brief mentions:
gardens with grand displays of roses and dahlias.... The visits to Dover, Rye,
Winchelsea, Sandwich and Hastings largely unspoilt by modern developments.....
The precious pubs that abound everywhere that exude respectability.
Monthly Dinner October 28
Our Chaplain, John Wevers, back from a sabbatical, pronounced the Grace in what we
discovered afterwards was Classical Hebrew. None of your College and Spadina.
A large number was present due no doubt to the special meeting that was called
earlier to raise fees. Bob Christie was in fine fettle as he introduced past
presidents and other worthy members. By some miracle or generosity, bottles of
wine appeared which helped to allay the pains of increased fees. The entertainment
which followed the dinner was masterminded by Norman McMurrich and his committee.
It was a look at six decades of the Club's history illustrated by Hunter Bishop's
Sid Johnson acted as chairman and got off some
research into the archives.
The 1910 period was shown by tape recordings made
so.
doing
in
quips
Johnsonian
and Horace Corner in their homes. They
Moorhouse
by Bishop interviewing Walter
Court Street. Chuck Matthews and Alfred
at
Club
the
of
days
both recalled early
stories concerning the high jinks that
telling
each
period
1920
the
Casson covered
Arts Society. The 1930's were
Graphic
the
with
floors
upper
the
in
took place
tear jerking melody "Brother Can
the
sang
who
Phillips
Elmer
by
covered musically
while Herman Voaden and
1940's
the
recalled
Heathcote
Eric
Dime?"
You Spare a
Club that resulted later
the
of
activities
and
influence
the
of
Rick Kettle told
1960's were described
and
1950's
The
Council.
Canada
the
of
on in the formation

by Roly Pincoe who traced the beginnings of Plays, Spring Shows and Cabarets.
Roly's long period of work behind the curtain enabled him to recall many amusing
incidents. Harry Maude, in fine voice, sang nostalgic songs of the appropriate
times in which the audience joined. Elmer Phillips, making his debut as a soloist,
added to the enjoyment.
The finale EXCELSIOR by Harry Maude and Bill Thompson
brought the entertainment to a smashing close. We are glad to mention the accompanist
Jack Yocom. As usual he was terrific.
George Prokos tells that he is contributing to a column in the Toronto Sun called
ARTORONTO every Friday. The first contribution leaves one wanting more as the
column makes sharp incisive comments on current art shows in the community.
That CBC documentary seen a couple of weeks ago describing the discovery of
Insulin by Drs. Banting and Best used the talents of A AND L members Horace Lapp,
Bill Shelden and Bill Thompson.
It's too bad that several feet of the tape
(or whatever) ended on the cutting floor.
Two personal notes
Eric Heathcote and his wife celebrated their Golden Wedding Anniversary
recently. A number of Club well-wishers joined with them at a "do" on Oct. 19th.
John Morrow, our erudite Art critic, was married this summer.
that the happy pair went to England for their honeymoon.

We understand

A. Y. Jackson's 90th Birthday

The war paintings of Lieut. A. Y. Jackson (an honorary rank) are on display
at the Canadian War Museum, Ottawa, until April 1973, to mark the artist's 90th
birthday on October 3, 1972.
This unique collection, originally in the National
Gallery, then the National Museum of Man until lodged in the war museum, contains
20 canvases and panels sketched on or near Vimy Ridge in 1917, eight at Ypres, and
portraits of three Canadian winners of the Victoria Cross. Numerous galleries
across Canada followed a suggestion from the National Committee on Homage to
A. Y. Jackson that his paintings should be displayed as an appropriate gesture to
his birthday and to his legacy of landscape interpretations to the Canadian people.
In the Arts & Letters Club, the 90th birthday of an honorary life member,
who was unable to come to the club that day, brought an unusual soiree at which
members crowded available space to see a display of Jackson paintings, owned by
Club members, and to hear the affectionate and entertaining accounts of episodes
and escapades in the life of A. Y. Jackson, by two members, C.A.G. Matthews and
Harry Ross. Both showed slides of high interest and exceptional historic value.
The Homage Committee, according to a consensus of its members, scored its
highest marks with its A. Y. Jackson poster. As if commissioned precisely for
that purpose, the poster used Hilton Hassel's oil of Jackson painting in the

O

Georgian Bay wilderness - a painting owned by Harry Ross.
with the press run of 5,000 now virtually exhausted.

It was a stunning success,

Club member E. E. Stewart, as deputy minister of education in Ontario, and his
minister, Thomas Wells, made the poster possible by subsidizing printing costs in
return for distribution of the poster to all high schools and private schools in the
province. Preparation of a documentary book or brochure, recording the Homage program,
is now under way. It will contain, for instance, the message sent by Prime Minister
Trudeau to A. Y. Jackson by special messenger, namely, Mary E. MacDonald, his
administrative assistant.
The Province of Ontario, through the new minister of universities and colleges,
Hon, Jack McNie, presented A.Y. with an inscribed scroll. A most unusual award, from
the province, was the designation of A.Y. Jackson Lake, inland from Killarney in the
provincial park of the same name. Thus the name of a Club member of long standing
has been included permanently on the map of Canada ' A vast array of quotations and
comments on A. Y. Jackson appeared in the daily press of Canada. Farthest out may
have been this from Wyndham Lewis: "His vision is as austere as his subject matter,
which is precisely the hard puritanic land in which he has lived; with no frills
with all its dismal solitary grandeur, and bleak beauty."
It was dug up and published
by the Montreal Star/Toronto Star Columnist, James Eayrs. The Globe and Mail reproduced the A. Y. Jackson poster, attracting many eyes to its art news department.

*

Added comment was:.... of course, A. Y. Jackson is a great artist and his large,
extensive and varied body of work forms a national treasure that any country might
envy."
That was from Burt Richardson, chairman of the Club's National Committee on
Homage to A. Y. Jackson. Honorable mention goes to the firm that created the
A. Y. Jackson T-shirt, for junior members of the "Expedition" that explored northern
Georgian Bay in the summer, locating the lake to be named for the artist. One shore
was occupied temporarily by a nudist camp. The T-shirt is worn by numerous members
of the younger generation in Ontario, especially pupils at A. Y. Jackson School, in
Scarborough. Leon Katz created a "first day" special, decorated envelope that went
through the postmark on October 3 in limited edition, selling for $1.
It is a
philatelist's prize, an unusual memento.
B.T.R.

Celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of Charles Comfort's first public
exhibition, which opened in the Winnipeg Art Gallery on October 21st, 1922, the
Winnipeg Art Gallery is honouring him with the presentation of an exhibition
Charles Fraser Comfort - Fifty Years, showing sixty works representative of the
period from 1922 to 1972.

*

The exhibition was formally opened in the handsome new Winnipeg Art Gallery
on October 19th by Her Excellency Mrs. Roland Michener, wife of the Governor-General
of Canada. Their Excellencies, the Governor-General and Mrs. Michener, have lent a
number of paintings to the exhibition, including the official portrait of His
Excellency which is being shown in this exhibition for the first time and will be
hung in Government House after His Excellency's retirement.
The exhibition will be shown in a number of other Canadian galleries
following its Winnipeg showing.
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ARCHIVES

Etymologists, what is the word to describe one who is being impaled recurrently
on
the horns of dilemmas?
The most recent example of the archivist's attachment to
this condition related to whether the display cases should be used to complement
the monthly dinner "history night" on October 28th, or whether they should
be used
as part of the Club's salute to the O.S.A.'s 100th anniversary which began November
1st.
Decisions, decisions. But to be brief, the Club history was chosen and the display
was based on identifying distinguished persons who have visited the Club during
the
past 64 years. An impressive collection of names indeed, as anyone can see who
scans
through the alphabetical lists which now sit atop the display cases.
Dining hall decorations for the October dinner consisted of short lists highlighting
activities for each of six decades, illustrated by reproductions of appropriate
items
from the archives. The audio portion relating to the nineteen-tens consisted
of
brief portions of tapes made in conversations with Walter Moorhouse, who joined
in
Jan. 1912, and Horace Corner, who joined in Jan. 1914. The archivist is very
pleased
to have been able to put some of the recollections of these Life members on
tape, and
to have received from them gifts of old photographs, programmes, etc.
XXXXXXXXXXX

Herman Voaden has given an important item to our archives: a photocopy of the
Minutes
of Proceedings and Evidence relating to the presentation concerning the cultural
aspects of Canadian reconstruction which was made to the Turgeon Committee in Ottawa
in June 1944.
Herman has also given photocopies of an article on the Kingston
Conference of 1941, and of a piece of music scored for piano by Percy Faith.
Thanks go out to a number of persons who have assisted with work in the archives
department, particularly to John Morrow for his help with reproducing display material,
to Bob Hume for the dressing of display cases, to Harry Coughey for his work on
picture
frames, and to John Irwin for help with the pasting of material in the archives
book.
H.B.

A delightful evening was enjoyed by a full turnout of members and their
ladies on November 1 to celebrate the hundredth anniversary of the founding of the
Ontario Society of Artists. After dinner a larger than life projection of photographic slides of OSA paintings was shown on three giant screens which completely
filled our stage. Each contributing OSA member had chosen three slides which were
simultaneously projected. This gave a dramatic and unforgettable panorama of the
talent, variety and feeling of the artists.
The close ties between the OSA and the Arts and Letters Club was strikingly
emphasized. We were told that all the presidents of the OSA but one had been club
members. No reason was advanced as to how the lone hold-out escaped ' That OSA
presidents are a hardy lot was proved by president Gerry Sevier who got up from his
sick bed to speak to us not only audible (he had tonsillitis) but with wit and humour.
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Coon was the
The evening ended with an impromptu draw from a hat, Mrs. B.R.
on our walls.
displayed
well
pictures so
lucky winner of her choice of one of the 52 OSA
C.A.C.

Lapp's Corner
moments before the
Before the curtain goes up on Lapp's Corner, Lapp craves a few
month's issue.
last
in
mysteries
typographical
those
footlights to clear away
of the Oxford
Fowler
H.W.
and
F.G.
Messrs.
to
help
for
Ordering up my broom I flew
" night "
and
one,
paragraph
4,
page
on
"
Dictionary concerning the word " clean
" to
that
aver
boys
Fowler
The
three.
paragraph
5,
before Von Karajen on page
to
took
ground,
is a preposition, expressing what is touched, or hit, fall to the
T
"
a
to
or
exactly
feelings
my
covers
wife, would to God, or to his dismay, which
used
have
should
outrages
aforesaid
these
of
The Fowler boys say the perpetrators
" too ", an adverb usually expressing like, you too Brutus, too tired, too sexy,
too much garlic, Trudeau had too few votes, Stanfield too, Lewis and Cauette too,
indicate that Von
name too pleasant. The word " night " before Von Korijen might
well, maybe
white,
is
He
).
is coloured, which is not too accurate, ( see Fowlers
more
"
nightly
"
word,
original
my
that
I think
a sort of tattle tale gray.
accurately describes Von Morajin.
On the eve of Monday's latest French Farce entitled Canada's General Election,
many dignitaries
Dr. Charles Peaker, the choir and soloists with Harry Maude and
guidance at the
for
intersession
of
service
a
in St. Paul's Anglican Church gave
title of which
the
"
King
My
is
God
polling booths. Bach contributed a Cantata "
other people
all,
After
some say would not go down too well with Pierre Elliot.
done, even if
beautifully
service,
It was a beautiful
can walk on the water too.
suspicious of
are
you
If
recount.
they didn't manage more than a tie and a sleezy
sleeve, a bit
the
up
votes
phony
few
A
those convenient recounts ask Sid Johnson.
dog fight out
a
watching
scrutineers
the
get
of leger de main over the ballot box,
one of
hear
I
all.
takes
book
pocket
the window and voila ! the one with the
".
binds
that
tie
Charlie's Election Hymns was " Blest be the

*

Last week I went to a most delightful luncheon at the New Four Seasons Hotel,
Guelph Spring Festival 1973.
a guest of Nicky Goldschmidt and the burgeoning
and second floors which I christened
Hurrying past that gaping chasm on the first
Nicky in a highly polished informal
where
" Lovers Leap " I got to the luncheon room
taking place between April 28
programmes
talk was giving a preview of the exciting
and May 13. Menotti's opera " The Consul " will open the Festival. Herman Geigerthe St. George's Church
Torel will direct it and Nicky will conduct. A concert by
In between a few
)
hope
I
Friday,
Choir will close the festival on May 13. ( not
important dates....

S

is my boss at the Science Centre.
1 Gerald Pratley's Canadian Film Day on May 9. Gerald
Aroyo. Madame Aroyo was
Martina
4
2 A Tribute to Benjamin Britten. 3 Isaac Stern
opera
the opera star on the Metropolitan Opera quizz who glibly stated that her first
for
us
of
all
and
Sutherland,
Joan
was Madame Butterball, which completely broke up
intellect
the
for
good
being
besides
the next twenty minutes. The Guelph Festival
is also lots of fun. Be sure to go but don't get into the reformatory on the way
delightful music at St. Simon's
like I did. Ed Hanson is making some interesting and
a service of carols at four
Church. On December 10 he and his choir are presenting
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o'clock with a reading by Bob Christie. On the 18th Ed is directing the choir in a
Christmas Concert featuring a new Keith Bissell work written for the choir. The title
is, " The Gracious Time "
There are many people who for centuries have called even a fairly respectable moustache
a soup strainer. Now, I have never seen a moustache in the act of actually straining
soup, but I'm sure a certain newscaster might do well to assess the effect of his
vowels and consonents coming through that soup strainer he so blatently flounts before
the television viewers. His " Canadian Press " sounds like, well, let's be kind and
say mashed potatoes.
Early in December, John Hodgins and his band of singers from the General Foods Company
are doing a show at Casa Loma. Horace Lapp has been hired to play the organ which
ought to put the Kibosh on John's efforts for the next ten years.
A sad note, my favorite conductor Karel Ancerl is ill at home and will be away from
the Toronto Symphony for some time.
Looking at the wonderful Julie Andrews on the television last Sunday night, I hearkened
back to the days in 1937 when her father Ted Andrews sang with my band at the Royal
York Hotel. Ted went to England, married her mother and voila ! Julie.
After that most successful presentation of "Deidre " written by John Coulter and
Healey Willan at the Edward Johnson Theatre three years ago, many people wanted to
see it again. Well, this summer, they had their chance. Deidre was again on the
boards, this time at Banff Springs and done very brilliantly by the Banff Opera
Company of the School of Fine Arts. John Coulter went out West for the performances
and reported to me that the production, singing and orchestra were quite tops in
every way. According to Jamie Portman, columnist of the Calgary Herald, we are
going to hear much more of Deidre in the future, and deservedly so.
John's libretto
and Healey's music are very beautiful to hear.
Several members have expressed some curiosity as to the other two limericks I wrote
on Healey, which are now in the Willan archives show at the Medical Arts Building
on Bloor Street. Here they are:
There was a young man named Willan
Who couldn't pronounce Inniskillen
His brogue was so bad
That he muttered Egad,
I must send for Sir Ernest MacMillan
Dr. Willan sat down at a spinet
He played but his heart wasn't in it.
As he started to tinkle
He said with a twinkle
"Can't stand this damn thing...I'm agin it"
During the last ten years I finally cajoled Healey into agreeing with me that all
harpisichords, guitars and spinets should be first cremated, then their ashes be
taken to some remote coast and dumped in the ocean.
Extra' Extra! Read all about it in next Month's issue. A Tenor Tells All. How fat
is my Tosca. What price avoirdupois. Lay off spaghetti girls. It's dynamite.

H.L.
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ARS LONGA

You, who have assumed that this amanuensis had faded permanently from these pages,
prepare to shed your tears now. Several months have passed since these scribblings
have been inflicted on you, the gentle, unprotesting readers. Alas for you, the hiatus
was not permanent'
We shall not go back in detail over the months that passed, commencing with a gallery
showing that we attended all in good faith. The artist was hoping to have his one man
show possibly transferred to walls like ours, but the police,as the ultimate art critics,
closed the exhibition shortly after our brief visit. Good timing'
Let us now skip lightly over the summer months, pausing only to state how handsome
the Club's permanent and heritage collections looked both before and after the walls of
the Great Hall were repaired and repainted professionally.
Your amanuensis spent several weeks in England where he noted, while waiting for a
*train
at Tunbridge Wells, that Ray Cattell's one man exhibition was featured on a poster
of forthcoming artistic events in London. This was a very successful show for Ray and
he deserves the congratulations of his fellow members.
The London art scene is familiar to many of you so we shall not take up your time now
because so much has been happening to report here. However, for those who think
surrealism died with Magritte there is a gallery in London devoted entirely to
surrealism, both historic and contemporary.
At a London Gallery an Indian artist from Western Canada had an exhibition that was
warmly received just prior to a show of metal and plastic figurative sculpture by an
English artist. An Israeli artist was doing well with pub and night club scenes in oil
and paste while another artist was selling landscapes with the mattes cut like leaded
window panes over the watercolors.
The Tate had the first major and the first showing in the English world of a German
romanticist, Friedrich, a contemporary admired by Goethe. The comments by critics
read deep theological meaning into simple passages with brush and paint. The National
Gallery was swarming, as usual, with bearded students and tired tourists protestingly
shedding their garlands of cameras.
Seen from a passing cab some of Alex Colville's serigraphs as a reminder that this
Sartist's
fame spreads worldwide from Sackville.
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A personal aside: Your amanuensis started an important new phase in his life with a
duo visit to Franklin Arbuckle's one man show at Robert's Gallery about a year ago.
Imagine on arriving at London and heading shortly for Fortnum and Mason to see in the
beautiful and prestigious antique furniture department a fine painting by Archie - our
first painting viewed in England.
Looking at indigenous art this scribe's purely personal opinion is that the artists over
there, at present, really do not seem to be coming to grips with their environment.
Two luxury galleries showed pallid views of the Thames painted with lead-handed
strokes by a flaccid imitator of Grandma Moses.
The Hyde Park artists, with some
exception, were on the other hand, hustling sunsets and other examples of colorful
tourist bait.
Local art shows in picturesque satellite towns were usually a dreary line-up of prissy
pictorial watercolors in the worst tradition of female pupils of Victorian drawing
masters or globby impastos purporting to be abstracts.
In London, depending on what gallery owner you talked with, art was now going definitely
figurative or abstract. However, to sum up, the London art scene is about as exciting
and varied as the theatre.
Back home in Canada, The Arts and Letters Club paid a singular tribute to A. Y. Jackson
on his 90th birthday, by showing an excellent exhibition of his works owned by members
and friends. This was highlighted by an evening of films and slides with informed
commentary by Harry Ross and Chuck Matthews. After the lights went up, members
were able to see the originals of a number of the paintings described in the presentation.
Jack Secord, his committee, the Club members and friends who provided the art deserve
your warmest praise.
The entire "Homage to A. Y. Jackson" that helped bring his birthday to the attention of
all Canada came from your Arts and Letters Club through a committee led by Burt
Richardson who had the original idea, the organizing ability and the drive to make the
worthwhile project possible.
Following the A. Y. Jackson exhibition, the walls were silent like a pause in great
music. There was an historic accent for the October monthly dinner with a display of
photocopies of selections by Hunter Bishop from the Club archives, color-keyed by
decades.
He also assembled an exhibition in the Lounge featuring famous guests of the
Club through the years.
On November 1st, Ladies' Night was the occasion to open formally a Hundredth
Anniversary Exhibition of small paintings by contemporary members of the Ontario
Society of Artists. This show was juried by members of the Society and then judges
from your Club selected the Purchase Award winner by secret ballot. Funds for this
Award came from art sales made in the Club.

The unanimous winner was Ray Cattell
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with "Mark of the Forest". An Academician- Elect and an O.S. A. Member for many
years, Ray has earned Awards for his paintings including three from the Canadian
Society of Painters in Watercolours where he is also a Member. Ray's successful
series of one man shows at The Gallery Moos are legendary and recently he had an
exhibition in London. The painting selected by A & L is a pivotal one from the style
viewpoint and an exciting historic addition to the Club's collection. Ray followed
O. S. A. President Gerry Sevier in brief, informative and light-hearted talks about
the Society whose relationship with your Club has been so close that all Presidents with
the exception of the first and a distinguished lady president have been members of the
A & L.
Gerry Sevier has done wonders in promoting the Society in this important hundredth
anniversary year and he deserves great praise for arranging this show for his Club and
his Society.
An exceptionally fine three screen slide presentation with commentary also helped make
this evening a glowing tribute to our O.S.A. friends.
The next evening from 5:30 to well past 10:00 p.m., your Club played hosts to O.S.A.
nmembers and their friends in a "Meet the Artists " reception. This was exceptionally
Wwell-attended in honor of the Society.
Your Club's tribute to the O.S.A. was reviewed by Kay Kritzwiser. This type of close
involvement with the arts is in the tradition of the Club and helps keep it a viable rather
than a strictly archival group.
A painting from the Club's collection, by Frederick Challener is in the O.S.A.
retrospective on tour following the historic show at The Art Gallery of Ontario. An
enlarged detail was featured with the introductory editorial. By the way, next time
you're in The Royal Alex train your opera glasses on the signature at the base of the
painting over the proscenium. You'll see that Fred Challener painted it years ago.
At the Roberts Gallery R. York Wilson with an exhibition that received excellent
comment. The representational is re-emerging in York's work refined like pure gold
from a time of powerful abstraction,
By the way, we astounded some distinguished visitors from very-art-conscious Atlanta
Georgia by an on-the-spot hanging-over-the-mezzanine-railing, account of York Wilson's
achievement in painting the mural at O'Keefe Centre. . .a fantastic creative achievement.
History was made again, but more emphatically than ever, when Dr. A. J. Casson's
and drawings were sold within a few minutes after the doors of Robert's
*paintings
*Gallery were opened to let in a long queue of rain-soaked art patrons clutching cheque
books.

-
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Where in the world can you find anything to match this tangible,
artist's work'

recognition of an

The paintings breathed a calm air of creativity. The artist has brought the Group of
Seven tradition from the expressionistic era of post-impressionism to the calm,
beautifully designed cool Seventies.
"Cas" is "with it". He is a "now" artist whose
1920's pencil sketches gave a preview of his remarkable clarity of vision.
And he knows how to work; Some time ago, your scribe asked him to serve in some
time-consuming activity. The artist declined with gentle compassion pointing out that
he was preparing for a one-man show some months away. He said something truly
memorable and in keeping with his sincerity: He believed that an artist should organize
his work so that he would not be crowded as the deadline for the exhibition rapidly
approached.
He felt strongly that an artist would not be fair to his patrons nor to his
own talents if he were to rush paintings through at the last moment for a showing. Truly
a sound philosophy and his distinguished art proves his wisdom.
We have reported just a few of the artistic events in which members of The Arts and
Letters Club are making news.
Do not let anyone try to talk you into believing that your Club is only of historic value.
The Club is truly part of the creative scene now as it was in the past. Loud shouts of
intellectual and aesthetic omnipotence from certain iconoclastic pseudo-creative groups
do not obscure the fact that quality, sincerity and true talent still have a most salutary
and positive influence in the intellectual life of the community.
J.M.
Correspondence
September 26,

1972

To W. White
Chairman, House Committee
Arts and Letters Club
Sir:
While you are to be commended for the splendid efforts you are making in the
care of our premises I feel it important to draw a most serious matter to your attention viz. the windows in the Great Hall on the East side.
Some infidel has presumptuously cleaned them.
Instead of our usual murky
atmosphere I regret to report that sunshine now can be seen through the glass.
In fact
even the glass can now be seen.
The perpetrator of this heinous act must be swiftly found and duly chastized.
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If so, I say, "Shame
Was this work done with your knowledge and approval?
It has taken close to 50 years to accumulate a sufficient coating of
Sir, Shame!"
grime on these fine examples of Neo-Gothic architecture and to wantonly remove this
heritage from the Club is a desecration of the highest magnitude. Not only that but
we now have an unbalanced situation since the west wall is in its original condition.
I urgently recommend two possible solutions to correct this situation:
1.

An appropriation to purchase a supply of grime sufficient to restore
the condition of the windows to their past glory. Fortunately we are
gifted with a most talented membership who could contribute to this
important restorative project. After all, they did it for Florence
after the flood.

2.

If the first solution is unacceptable then it will be necessary to rearrange the tables in the Great Hall so that members will all face to
the west. The naked abominations on the East wall will then be behind.
This need only be for a short time, say 50 years by which time the east
windows have sufficiently recovered their grace and character.
I remain, as always.
Yours faithfully,
Peter Teeson.

HOUSE TO TEESON

*

This letter, read aloud to me
As Chairman of the House
Expressed the thought that I consider it
A cause I should espouse

Philip knows the answer
But he remains aloof
How could he name the author
Of that monumental goof?

Its author - Peter Teeson
Worthy member of our Club
(I was soon to know the meaning
Of the phrase "Ay, there's the rub")

It was at least ten years ago
Those panes were polished bright
Peter, does it take this long
For you to see the light?

The executive all settled back
to hear the pithy quips
Those rich and rolling phrases
We expect from Peter's lips

For our great celestial orb, the sun
I hoped you'd have affinity
Were you retained by Fairview
In their fuss with Holy Trinity?

A glint appeared in Teeson's eye,
His tongue began to strike
Oh, how he emphasized his points
(he didn't need a mike!)

I will not rest, in this my quest
Until my term is through
To find the ass who cleaned the glass
And submit his name to you

We sat and felt the fury of
That mighty mind of his
He repeatedly assured us
He would tell it like it is".

Please name the man who hatched the plan
With soap and Mr. Clean
To let a little sunshine in
So the "inmates" could be seen

"Find the infidel!" he roared,
"Who thought up such a crime,
To deprive our Great Hall windows
Of their age-old coat of grimeI"

His punishment should fit his "grime"
From the Club be he ejected,
Or as "House Committee Chairman"
May the bastard be elected!

W. White

-
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THE LIBRARY
Brock University has produced a useful document entitled The Brock Bibliography Of
Published Canadian Stage Plays In English 1900-1972. Initiated by members of a drama
course at Brock, this annotated bibliography lists 900 plays published during the 72
years that were researched. The plays are arranged by author, with information about
date, publisher, number of scenes, actors, type of costume and other practical information, as well as a very brief resume of the themes.
It should prove extremely useful
to many kinds of theatrical groups.
There is also an alphabetical list by name of play
at the back. A supplement is planned.
CANADIAN PLAYS SUMMER/72 has been produced by
Playwrights Co-Op.
This group was set up in January 1972 on a grant from Canada Manpower.
It exists to serve the Canadian playwright and the Canadian theatrical community.
LANDMARKS. Early Canadian architecture in Toronto. A booklet from the Ontario
Educational Communications Authority of 47 pages. Historical vignettes of buildings
in and around Toronto: St. James Cathedral, Yorkville, The Don Valley, Firehalls, are
some of the subjects covered. This is the text of a television series which appeared
on Channel 19 recently.
XXXXXXXXXXX
Eric Arthur has very kindly given to the Club library a copy of his new book:
THE BARN, A Vanishing Landmark in North America. This is a large, very attractive
book with over 400 illustrations, 135 of them in excellent colour. Who else would
have an eye for the beauty, craftsmanship of these structures that most of us pass by,
but the man who made us look at our own city?
The author has searched out barns in
many styles and ages from New England, Quebec, Ontario, Pennsylvania and Western Canada.
There is something for the architect, the artist and the historian in the organization
and presentation.
It is also a tribute to our ancestors who used imagination and
ingenuity not only for practical and endurable ends but enjoyed a little fun too.
This is a truly fascinating book.
Joe McCulley has donated two old, nostalgic song books and inscribed them to the singers
of the Club; these are Old Songs, Read 'Em And Weep by Sigmund Spaeth, and The American
Songbag by Carl Sandburg. Leon Katz has given a very welcome old periodical.
It is
The Canadian Magazine of November 1919 which contains an article by Barker Fairley.
Between the years 1917 and 1919 some spirited cartoons were published in the U. of T.'s
magazine entitled The Rebel; Mrs. Charles Band sent to the library a copy of Rebel
Cartoons. Chuck Matthews passed along a book written by former member J. Humphrey Anger A Treatise On Harmony. Ted Brock has added to the magazine rack a current copy of
That's Showbusiness.
Miss St. John, librarian at Boys & Girls House, has sent a copy of a lecture given in
her library by Lovat Dickson on the theme Children And Realities.
Margaret Walker has
given a copy of Faces Of Canada, a fully
illustrated
catalogue of an exhibition of
paintings and sculptures arranged by Alan Jarvis. Lou Hartley sent a copy of Canadian
Packaging containing a 1948 group photo in which a number of members can be identified.

H.B.
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DECEMBER 1972
The Editor, blessed contributors and critics, wish all Members a very Happy and prosperous
New Year. May inspiration pour down on your heads!
At this time we wish to inaugurate a Man-of-the-Year citation. This year it is awarded to
Hunter Bishop who has searched diligently to give us among many other things mementos of
A. Y. Jackson and John Coulter for their respective celebrations. We also award (with
tongue in cheek) the Jester-of-the-Year to Frank Denton who is never at a loss for a quip.
And lastly to Philip Clark, Social Lion-of-the-Year who unfailingly went to school with,
met with or entertained all distinguished Canadians who have lived in the past fifty years.
Christmas Dinner Dec. 27, 1972
-

There were six Past Presidents present when The Club's Annual Christmas Dinner got under
/way - a few minutes late. These were Cleeve Home, David Ouchterlony, Robin Strachan,
Jim Wardropper, Chuck Matthews ( his 53rd. Christmas Dinner ) and Albert Watson.
The ceremonial Executive Procession and the Boar's Head Procession having been accomplished
with proper dignity under the austere command of the Marshall, Alan Collier, and the Grace
having been intoned in impeccable Latin by the Chaplain John Wevers and a toast to Her
Majesty The Queen having been proposed by the President and responded to most loyally by
the whole company. The members fell to. And what a feast!
The President called on Joe Batty, President of the St. George's Society to say a few
words. About the only thing that registered between the groans and boo's was the fact
that the rent was going up.
What a nerve to give us good wishes for the New Year!
The entertainment was in the form of a Cantata.
Christmas in Canada by Ernest Buckler
which was presented by the Gentlemen and Boys of St. Simon's Choir conducted by Ned Hansen
with narrative by John Yocom. The narration had two diversions -- a piano accompaniement
by Horace Lapp and visual wintry scenes but there were slides of Spring, Summer and Autumn
( very good too ).
This Ernest Buckler must have dipped his pen in honey, for the prose
was sickly sweet.. We must not however detract from Ned Hanson's choir who were superb
but did they have to show us up by singing the Boar's Head with such artistry?
The singing of "Noel Noel" with Horace Lapp extemporizing between the verses brought
the evening to a close at the late hour of 11.15 pm.

On November 25, Members Dinner, Norman McMurrich produced the second of his History of
•'the Club evenings. This one was concerned with the Arts and Letters Club of the future.
PThere was no dearth of speakers because nearly all the members present put forward their
views.
Some of the more daring suggestions made were, that we should take over the
Playhouse Theatre on Bayview and produce repertory programmes on a yearly basis, that we

l
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should fill our membership potential by inviting would be artists, architects,
musicians
to enjoy our company and the facilities of the Club on a
nominal fee basis, that we should W
appoint a writer-in-residence, a musician-in residence, although
where would they sleep ?
was not stated. Perhaps the most glowing future which wrapped
up the evening was Philip
Clark dream of the Club erecting a twelve storey building,
occupying the top two floors
and renting the balance - thus providing us with rent free
quarters for the rest of our

life'
Norm McMurrich turned over the handling of the meeting to
"Reformer" member John Snell.
Among those contributing to the breezy discussion were, John Irwin,
Peter Teeson, Dave
Ouchterlony, Alan Collier, Chic Hendry, Reginald Godden, Lovat Dickson,
John Stohn,
Thomas Howarth, Arnold Edinborough and others whose names escape
us at this writing.

Roly Pincoe tells us that in December the Back Stage Boys, a group
of helpers at all the
Stage Shows held a Bash for George Hulme who has moved to Florida. We
are assured that
his love of animals has been transferred to southern quarters possibly
to the benefit
of George.

Congratulations to:
Robertson Davies, honorary A & L Member, who has been made a Companion
of the Order of
Canada. Dr. Davies, former editor of the Peterborough Examiner was appointed
first
Master of Massey College when it was established at the University of
Toronto in 1963.
He has been involved in the Stratford Shakespearean Festival and has a
long list of
published works and performed plays to his name. He has won many
literary and other
awards. We hope to personally congratulate him on his new honour time to join us for lunch.
Charles E. Comfort, a popular
the Order of Canada. So it's
knows what else. Charles, of
the National Gallery. He has
are in many galleries at home

whenever he finds

A & L Life Member, joins the select band of Officers of
now Charles Comfort, O.C., R.C.A., LL.D. and goodness
course, is the celebrated artist and former director of
been a leading light in the arts for 50 years. His works
and abroad.

Belated congratulations to ARTHUR GELBER longtime A & L member,
who was appointed an
Officer of the Order of Canada some months ago. Arthur's tremendous
work for philanthropic and charitable organizations and his strong support of
the arts, particularly
the stage, have thus been publicly recognized at last.
So to Robertson Davies C.C., etc.,
etc. - our best wishes.

Charles Comfort, O.C., etc. and Arthur Gelber, O.C.

"TO CAPTURE LIFE"
On Ladies' Night of November 15th, members and their guests
were treated to a spectacular
super-wide triple-screen presentation put together by Kodak
Canada Limited, entitled
"To Capture Life".
When one considers the vast amount of work that went into
the production of this
show,
consisting of 2,300 slides with more than 800 feet of movies, projected
simultaneously
on three 9-foot screens ...
well, the Club owes a tremendous vote of thanks to member
John D. McLean and his computerized helpers from Canadian
Kodak for a show that literally
boggled the mind' How John and his boys managed to manipulate and
manually control six

*
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O slide projectors and a movie projector and to keep them going in perfect
timing with a
terrific commentary and musical accompaniment, is a feat quite beyond this
writer's comprehension. It was a "state of the art" audio-visual show that only Kodak
could have
done. I'm only sorry that every member of the Club, their families and friends
didn't
share in this tremendous visual experience. It "captured" life in all its
aspects and
phases: babies, children, grown-ups, and oldsters; animals, sea-life, birds,
flowers
and plants and all growing things.
Spectacular shots of the astronauts, their journeys
and their moon-walks. And many, many more facets of life -- and all in most
thrilling
colour and motion. Well worth a repeat performance for those who missed
it'
J.E.S.

SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
On a recent trip to Australia, my Wife and I had the opportunity of touring
the Sydney
Opera House with the project superintendent.
It was a most interesting and exciting
visit. The construction started in 1962 is now near completion.
In a project of such magnitude there are always problems to overcome.
Some of these led
to the resignation of the original architect and saw the cost increase from
Ten Million
to One Hundred Million. However, the results speak for themselves and
the project has
been called the eighth wonder of the world. The site, located on Circular
Quay, beside
the original dock between Benelong Point and the approaches to the new bridge
spanning
the harbour, is adjacent to Government House and the Botanical Gardens
so that the buildS ings are visible from all directions. It is only fifteen minutes walk from
the centre of
'
downtown Sydney and is easily accessible by Bus, Automobile and Boat from
the Residential
Districts on both sides of the harbour.
The buildings themselves are a series of elliptical shapes which appear to rise
out of
the water and reach up to the sky. There are no vertical sides or flat
surfaces, all
are curved. From the water side of the promenade, which surrounds the
complex, you have
the impression of standing on a giant lily pad with the buildings rising
up in the centre
like the open petals of the flower. In fact, in certain lights, the ceramic
tile which
covers the concrete surfaces has a pinkish white reflection and the bronze
ribs of the
curved glass surfaces has a golden glow like the stamens and pistels of the
flower.
This group of structures houses a Concert Hall seating 2700, an Opera
House seating 1700,
a Theatre seating 800 and two Auditoriums seating 500. There is also a complete
Broadcasting and TV Auditorium where concerts or shows may be performed live
or for tape, an
Exhibition Area to accommodate Industrial Exhibits, and numerous Dining Areas
and Bars.
When you add to this the necessary Rehearsal Rooms, Change Rooms, Storage
Rooms and other
Service facilities that are necessary, one may conceive the magnitude of
the project.
These facilities are so designed that they may all be utilized either independently
or
simultaneously. It is possible that Seven Thousand People could be entertained
at the
same time.
We were fortunate to be able to sit in this Hall and see the operation of the
various
lighting effects, the methods of controlling the acoustics, the intermission facilities,
and the many other things necessary for the accommodations of such a large
audience.
9p The Concert Hall is oval shaped. The lower walls are a dark walnut colour made
from
a native Australian wood.
The upper walls and ceiling are of birch plywood panels
finished so that when lighted have a golden appearance which mingle with the organ
pipes at one end of the hall. The seats are continuous around the hall and are so
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arranged that one has the feeling of being gathered around the Choir and Orchestra.
The curved lines of the walls rising some Eighty Five Feet
to the open give the Hall
an Elegant and Cathedral like appearance. I think some
of our Members who play the
Organ would enjoy performing in this restful atmosphere.
A project of such magnitude requires great courage, enthusiam
and imagination and one
is filled with admiration for the People of Sydney for
undertaking it.
I would like
to be able to look forward to attending a Concert or
an Opera when it is in full operation.
P.D.D.
Editor's Note
Peter was talking about this project at lunch one day.
him to do a piece for the M.L. Hence its inclusion.

We asked

LAPP'S CORNER
Murray Adaskin, two weeks ago, in a five minute vignette
on C.B.C. radio gave us the
lowdown on King Solomon according to St. George Frederick
Handel. He warned us that as
he did not understand the libretto of Solomon, we probably
wouldn't also.
I suggest that
in spite of all his beautiful music Handel didn't understand
it either. The duet between
Solomon and Sheba nearly sent me out of the car in hysterics.
Solomon sang to Sheba
"You are my queen to be".
Sheba sang right back "You are my queen to be".
Solomon
repeated it and Sheba let him have it again. Then the music
got rather involved and the
words came out "You are my Queen bee". Well, Sol may have been
a queen as Sheba insinuated,
but neither one of them was a queen bee, I'm sure.
"Will the real queen please stand up.'"
I heard myself say, then I turned them off for a few minutes
to recover. Perhaps Murray
can tell us which queen won.

W

Samuel Hersenhoren assisted at the burning of Rome on the Wayne
and Shuster show last
week and his orchestra added no small amount of fuel to the
conflagration. Sammy has been
adding to the success of the show for so many years that one
day Lotta Dempsey will call
him a veteran, as she called me the other day in The Star.
In all these years I have never
heard Sammy miss a cue on the show, and Heaven knows they
are flitting all over the place
like mosquitoes on a back porch.
Last Thursday night I was disappointed to hear Elmer Iseler's
Festival Singers and the
Chamber Players in what I have long considered the stupidest,
the vulgarest, the repulsivest, the silliest, the most obnoxious work ever written,
excepting perhaps that disastrous Battle of Waterloo by Beethoven.
I refer of course, to Monteverde's Magnificat 1610,
a Loathsome ditty.
I suggest they put it away in the Magnificat house where
it belongs
and save us all any further waste of time.
That clumsy echo bit could be funny if it were
touched up a bit by Laurel and Hardy but who needs it as
it stands?
Goodby Signor Magnificat and take Monteverde with you.

The Chamber Players?

Superb.

John Cozens, the only musician who ever wore a black and a
brown shoe to a performance
of the Great Exhibition Chorus under Dr. Fricker, has been
invited back from retirement
by Premier Davis to conduct the Civil Servants Choir on the
steps of the lobby in the
·
Ontario Parliament Buildings. Over the past twenty years
John has brought the choir from
a rather uncertain thirty five voices to what is now a very
certain body of eighty-five
singers. On December 18, 19, 20, 21 John, with Horace
Lapp at the organ produced a
different noon hour concert each day featuring many forms of
choral music arranged by
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himself, from the usual Christmas carols to Handel's "Messiah" and "White Christmas"
which last happened to be arranged by one Horace Lapp. By the way, John tells the black
and brown shoe story on himself and very amusing too.
Our love and best wishes go out to our treasured friend and fellow member, Sir Ernest
MacMillan who unfortunately again is not able to join us at the Christmas dinner. Who of
us can ever forget the way he wove those most delightful variations while we sang "Noel,
Of course that is only a small part of the things all of us will never forget
Noel"?
about Ernest MacMillan, Sir, Dr., etc., you name it I
I usually scream, pound the walls and rip up the upholstery when I hear an interviewer
say on radio or television "Mr. or Mrs. X, what was your greatest thrill, how fastest
have you run, what was your biggest bag of elephants on safari, how many pies have you
Someday, I hope the interviewee will rise and
eaten, how many swords have you swallowed?"
say "Perhaps you might like to know how many interviewers I have choked to death" and let
him or her have it, right there! It was therefore with some guilt that I made bold to ask
Francesco Fusco and Harold Sumberg how many times in the last 25 years they had played
with the symphony the accompaniment to "The Messiah". I might just as well have asked
We finally settled on a rough guess of
how many times they had had a bath or hair cut.
three hundred each for Harold and Frank which could still be well under.
John Hodgin's Senior Citizens Choir certainly doesn't sound like Senior Citizens to me.
I did a concert with them at Casa Loma sponsored by General Foods, and I tell you they're
Of course John is pretty hot stuff himself, and this blend of talent has got
hot stuff!
c them engagements all over the place. George Beatty is the impressario. Mary Hodgins helps
, on the high C'S
Well, I've seen everything now. On Christmas Sunday, Harry Maude and Gertrude sat in
the congregation at St. Pauls and listened to some very lovely music by Dr. Peaker and
the choir. I'll bet Harry's vocal chords were twitching.
As an added fillip to the worship of God in Eaton Memorial Church, a miniature hockey
game was staged by two Russians and two Canadians at the morning service. It seemed that
Dr. Lawson was the referee handing out the proper penalties for wrong-doing as it was meet
for him to do. He also wrote a set of new words for "Jesus Loves Me".
As an example of how the United Church is forging ahead in entertainment, another
prominent church has engaged a professional dancer to undulate her torso before the altar.
A bit bewildered by the term "professional" I can only presume it means she will be topless
in accordance with the new trend of Holy Writ. Vaudeville is not dead after all!
Now might be the time to suggest a few new carols to go with her act, in case she gets
a standing ovation and a return engagement.
Hark!

The topless angels sing.

We three topless queens of Orient are.

etc.

etc.

Throw in a couple of guitars and what else do you need except a good sermon?
P

H.L.

-
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ON STAGE FOR THE A & L 1973 SPRING SHOW!
GO ONTARIO!
APRIL 9-14
This year the Spring Cabaret "goes Ontario", with an A & L mini-show tour through
our Province of Opportunity.
You'll visit
places and people you've only heard about before,
and maybe some you've never even heard about!

but never seen -

The world's great cities are here to be explored - swinging London and springy
Paris, woodsy Vienna, the bull pens of Toledo, the smoky bazaars of Delhi and even a
gentlemanly duo in Verona - all waiting to bid you welcome.
But we WON'T give you a Place to Stand if you miss getting seats for this year's
Spring Show, so check your calendar now and be ready to get a ticket order in for your
party as soon as the tickets go on sale, in Mid-March. More details later!
The dates again are:

Monday to Saturday,
April 9 to 14, 1973.

There's PHN for everyone who wants to participate (Paint, Hammer, and Nails, that is!)
and we'll be asking for volunteers to make up 4 PHN crews for the important work of set
construction and painting etc. When you get the form that will be going
out shortly,
please fill in and return it if you can give us your constructive talents for PHN.
More fast facts on GO ONTARIO!

·

will be coming soon, so watch your Club mail.

XXXXXXXXXXX
PICTURE POSTSCRIPT TO OH HELL CAST
If you (or any Club members) are interested in getting duplicate transparencies made
of Al Collier's excellent color slides of last year's show, Oh Hell!, please see Gunther
who has the slides and an order form on which you can check off the shots you want to have
copied. Orders will be taken until
February 16, when the quantity required will be
ordered.
Cash on delivery, charged at cost, will be arranged by Cal Wilson.

THE ARCHIVES
The attention of all members is directed to pages 43 to 47 of the Christmas edition of
Communique, the new quarterly published by the Canadian Conference Of The Arts. One
might think that such a statement belongs at the end of this Letter under the heading
Library but, because the edition contains a story on the history of the Club, its inclusion
here can be defended. The editor has illustrated her article with a photograph of members
in the Court St. quarters and with the Stanley Turner drawing of the exterior
of that
building. The second part of the article concentrates on the Club's role in the formation W
of the CCA (or, as it was known on its formation in 1945, the Canadian Arts Council).
Part TWO was prepared with the help of Herman Voaden.

7
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On November 27th and 28th the Club's Drama Group staged John Coulter's play The House In
The Quiet Glen. An appropriate exhibition for the ten-day period surrounding this event
resulted from another of those joint projects undertaken by the Art Committee, the Library,
and Archives. The lounge displayed relevant posters, programmes, photographs and letters,
as well as four peg-boards filled with the published works and unpublished manuscripts of
John Coulter. Quite impressive.
XXXXXXXXXXX
We have been fortunate in receiving donations of two worthwhile items for our audio-visual
The first of these is a 1300 foot 16mm film, in colour, of a movie made of the
archives.
Boar's Head procession at the Christmas dinner of 1966. The film was made as a combined
project by the late Robert Allworth and by Michael Milne. The original copy of the film
has been given by Mrs. Allworth to the Club, and we are most grateful for this gift.
The second item donated to the audio-visual collection is the tape of a conversation held
between Betty Kennedy and Alf Casson and broadcast Nov. 8th on station C.F.R.B. This tape,
of an experienced interviewer talking with one of our most distinguished Life members, will
be of use in the future and is certainly appreciated.
Some months ago Dr. Clare Hassard gave to Archives 17 framed Christmas dinner programmes;
an opportunity to use these effectively presented itself when decorations were required
for the lounge during the Christmas season. John Layng, an architect who resigned after
24 years of membership, consented to turn over to Archives several file folders of
material that, happily, he was still holding; this consisted of correspondence, etc. some
of which related to his chairmanship of a committee to explore future requirements of Club
quarters. Keith MacMillan sent along two announcements from Club programmes in 1919 that
Walter Moorehouse sent a full-page newspaper article
the found among his father's papers.
dealing with the early "Dumbells" career of Jack MacLaren. Ed Kasdan gave a drawing by
Walter Coucill of Osgoode Hall.
H.B.

FIFTY YEARS AGO THIS WINTER
In the Fall of 1922 the Executive instructed the House Committee to put up a box for the
receipt of complaints and suggestions. Unhappily, none of the barbs have survived that
would have been attracted by such a brave decision, but doubtless some were kin to the
note received in the Savage Club's c. and s. box when A. P. Herbert penned the plaintive
note:
"Please, can we have more lavatories and fewer Welsh tenors?"
Two concerts of Old English Music were given in order to benefit the Club's Building fund.
On December 2nd a Ladies Day programme featured a Healey Willan sonata for violin and piano;
the performers were the composer and Geoffrey Waddington. The Annual Meeting of 1922 was
held on October 21st and the outgoing president (Vincent Massey) prepared as a swan song a
long poem dealing with Club life. Other items associated with this memorable meeting were
the presentation by Bob Defries of a life-size portrait of William Cruickshank painted by
charter member Curtis Williamson, the production of the play The Workhouse Ward, and the
staging of a musical skit entitled, The Damned Police.
The incoming president 50 years ago was Healey Willan and his gift to the Club was a musical
setting for The Constitution; the singing of this unique and rousing number has set the tone
Pfor every annual meeting since that time. At the Club's Christmas Dinner in 1922, Healey
also introduced the music for The Choral March. In addition, there appeared about this
time a poem entitled Aspiritions by someone signing himself Dr. Willy Healan. The first
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and last stanzas went as follows:
When I chose to accept the President's chair
Said I to myself, said I
I'll give it an odor of uplift and prayer.
Let us live in an aura of canons and cant
All cursing confine to the murmur "My aunt"
And by way of a tune the Gregorian chant
Said I to myself, said I.
But I fear that my friends will remark Dear Old Bean
Said I to myself, said I
Just leave art alone and attend to cuisine.
Sufficient the service of Presidents new
If they strive for crisp pies and for boneless meat stew
Look after the eats; its the best you can do.
Said I to myself, said I.
H.B.

An enchanting evening was given us by a beautiful production of The House in the
Quiet Glen. John Coulter took us back to its conception when as a small boy in his
native Ireland he listened to the ancient folk tale on which he based his play, told to
him by his father in front of the glowing fire, the room dimly lit by guttering candles
and farthing lamps, the wind howling outside the bolted doors.
Originally written as a tragedy the play was first produced and broadcast on the
Northern Ireland Program of the B B C. When romance brought John to Canada he brought
his play which he converted to a comedy. The Arts and Letters Club considered it for
their Dominion Drama festival entry starring Ivor Lewis but decided on a tragedy.
E. G. Sterndale Bennett (who honoured our first night performance with his presence)
realized its potential and secured it for the Toronto Masquers. They gave a magnificent
performance on April 30th, 1937 in the finals at the Ottawa Little Theatre in a neck and
neck race with a second Toronto entry. John went backstage for the adjudication by
Michael St. Denis.*
The cast were glowing. John was asked to evaluate their performance.
Knowing the probable reaction of a Frenchman he decided to gamble. He panned the performance. The cast temperature sank from fever to zero and next morning no one spoke to him
at breakfast. That night success - the gamble paid off.
As John ended his introduction the curtains parted and we found ourselves in the
kitchen of the NcCann home so well conceived and executed by Oxford McNeill and his crew.
Terry Tweed in her first entrance swept us into bygone days with her captivating and
sprightly performance of Sall McCann.
She was ably supported by Norma Wales as her quickthinking mother, Johnny Lynn as Hughey Doherty her shy, tongue tied sweetheart, Bill Sheldon
as her cantankerous old Da, and Ted Brock as Hughey's father and Sally's elderly suitor,
proposed and backed by her Da. The defeat of the two old Das, the traditional rulers of
the Irish family by humour and womanly wiles provided the happy ending.
* Is this the spelling? (Ed.)
C.A.C.

-9May I have space in the Monthly Letter to say how touched (and surprised) I was that the
Club should have gone to the immense trouble of arranging their excellent dinner and the
revival of my play to honour me.
A truly generous return of such bread as I cast on the
waters in the Club in days gone by.
I looked around on those who had filled the Club to capacity on the first
evening, and
those who had come to the overflow on the second evening, and in particular those involved
on stage and back stage and in back office, and my heart was brimmed up with gratitude.
For me,

an occasion to be treasured in memory while I live.
Sincerely
John Coulter

ARS LONGA
The other day a head of a large American organization asked your amanuensis this
question: "What Canadian artists will be worth a lot of money a hundred years from now? "
Restated in conservative Ontario prose he probably meant: "Who's a good investment
now for capital gains for my heirs? "
Why don't you figure out the answer yourself, gentle reader? It will fill in the idle hours
while you are waiting for the sun to make its ten minute, tri-monthly appearance.
Was talking to one of our distinguished artist members whose house guest was here for
Christmas on his first trip to this Continent from England. The guest, really very
affable under the circumstances, was landed at Montreal instead of Toronto because of
fog; then after an overnight stay was next dumped in New York and then eventually into
To ronto,
All this involved clearing baggage through customs in both countries several times and
lining up for temporary, emergency visas for United States entry. To top it off, the
guest did not have his host's unlisted phone number so there was much driving back and
forth to Malton by the host. However, all parties were having a happy time discussing
the peregrinations over delightful noggins on Christmas day.
Let us now move into the business at hand without further weather reports:
The luncheon attendance at the Albany Club was appreciably increased during a
spectacular showing of a half a hundred portraits of Prime Minister Pierre Trudebu.
One famed worker in the Conservative vineyard was on vacation at the time too, so he
looked well and happy on his return to A & L, his digestion undisturbed by the Great
Hall exhibition. Seriously, if you didn't see the show you missed something really
special. Irma Coucill's portrait drawings of the P. M. were exceptionally good and it
would have been a treat for the subject to have seen them displayed so professionally in
handsome mattes and in chronological order around the walls.
Irma captures the likeness with such animation and verve that she has raised reportorial
portraiture to heights unattained internationally.
With books of Fathers of Confederation
and Prime Ministers and the Hockey Hall of Fame listed among her credentials, she is
withal a charming, dedicated artist who believes that in art one should work not talk. Oh
yes, her husband is Walter Coucill who made a great contribution professionally to the
Club over the years.

-
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*The
red paper around the walls that served as a background for the Trudeau sketches also
serves as the backdrop for a collection of paintings from Mexico.
The combination of
brilliant colours was truly south of the border south of us and gave you the impression of
The
walking out in the Acapulco sun at midday without your hat on...and no sunglasses'
artist Efrain Vargas creates vivid abstract effects with acrylics in a flowing, reticulated
style and then with meticulous draftsmanship paints in little figures to give his landscapes
monumental dimensions.
.

Your amanuensis has associations with Mexico dating back to the 1820's, so he is very
fond of things Mexican, especially the non-touristy. Dr. and Mrs. Edgar Martin of
Washington, D. C. arranged this exhibition with Jack Secord for the Club and opening
night was well-attended.
In the Lounge during the festive season,
seventeen famed A & L Christmas Dinner
programs, the generous gift of Dr. Clair Hassard, created a great deal of interest. They
are gratefully accepted as part of the Club's handsome collection of archival treasures.
Coming next and up by the time you read this, Reg Godden's unique mushroom art. Reg
and the Deity have worked out a professional partnership and are producing art that has
never been seen before although it dates from the beginning of time. More anon, because
the artist (Reg not The Artist) will be the delightful feature of a Ladies Night.
Now around to the Galleries Adrian Dingle, whose works prove that organization of professional environment is more
conducive to creativity than jumbled clutter, has a handsome exhibition at Roberts
Galleries. People would come up beaming and saying: "I just bought that little gem in
the corner' " or "See that large moody painting over there - it's now mine, " The opening
night was a happy, happy time with a truly gracious gentlemen and his lovely lady, an
artist in her own right (in an entirely different medium).
Hilton Hassell, recently returned to the A & L fold as a professional member, exhibited
his paintings at Eaton's College Street Fine Art Galleries.
Over the years he has
steadily increased in stature as an artist (he's a tall man too) since taking the fine art
plunge from art direction. He is admired by a large circle of patrons. Welcome back to
the Club'
Mrs. Jean Newman Urquhart, the dear, deceased wife of Dr. Ian Urquhart, was always
graciously doing things for other people. Her influence for good lives on beautifully in
the form of her quietly, lovely paintings.
Many were sold recently in an exhibition on
behalf of The Salvation Army. At the opening night there were many tributes paid to her.
The Canadian Guild of Crafts has an interesting gallery on Prince Arthur Avenue. Drop
in and take a look sometime. Paul Bennett is enhancing the image of this fine group as
Director.
*n

closing, if you have guessed the artistic works that will be most valuable one hundred
years from now.., go out and buy, buy, buyl You should clean up on the stock market
too - or at least make a fortune as a clairvoyant on the Johnny Carson show.
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Correspondence
The Editor,
Monthly Newsletter.

Lunchtime attendance and bar profits could be enhanced by innovating
"Bring a Mistress or Lover to Lunch". This would not interfere with the traditionally dull Ladies Nights when wives enjoy our wit and wisdom.
Pro bono publico,
Mephistoph
Editor's Note:
This would set a dangerous precedent. However, with the growing deterioration
of our environment with Relaxation Plans and a new Peeporama at our doorstep, this idea
might catch on in a few years time.

William Drake of Bergenfield, New Jersey sent this letter to the Club to be forwarded
to John Morrow. We take the liberty of sharing it with you.
Dear J.M.
*

I always enjoy reading the Monthly Letter and so many times it brings back
In
memories of My Dad, teachers of the O.C.A. and many Artist Members of the Club.
November Monthly Letter you mentioned the name of Frederick Challener who painted the
Mural on the Procenium Arch in the Royal Alexandra Theatre.
The name of the Mural is Venus and Adonis. The artist who worked with
Mr. Challener was Herbert Palmer who died a year or so ago.
When Mr. Challener saw the Mural put in place he mounted the plasterers
scaffolding next day and enlarged the lines around the figures.
I knew Challener as Uncle Fred and when I became a member of the Arts & Letters
Club he nick named me once-a-year-Willie because I could only leave the studio once a
year to visit my Parents, The Club, and friends.
The plaster figures on the same Procenium were made by a Sculptor named Evans.
All of the ornaments from the lobby to the Procenium were made in my Dad's studio at
It was a large room 18' from
the back of the Theatre and over the Dressing Rooms.
North to South and about 50' from East to West.
The Architect's name was Lyle.
I hope you will be writing more about Murals in Toronto from time to time.
Yours sincerely
Once a year Willie
6/12/72

William A. Drake
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OBITUARY
ELTON M. JOHNSON died November 25, 1972
Elton Johnson, a member for 43 years, died at home in November. Of late years he had
very poor health but that did not prevent him writing a letter only two years ago to
the Monthly Letter outlining his early associations with the Club, His golden age at
the Club was in the late 1930's when he was associate Editor of the Lamps for 1939 with
Bertram Brooker. He contributed an article to the Spring 1938 Lamps on Literature being an outline of activities of members in the field of literature during 1937.
He
noted writers such as Bertram Brooker, J. Edgar Middleton, Hector Charlesworth, Murray
Gibbon, Albert H. H. Robson, W.S. Milne, Merrill Denison and many others.
Surely this
was an age when the Club flourished without the blaze of glory of the Group of Seven'
Elton was a keen follower of Drama, and, until quite recently never missed a Spring Show.
In business, he was a successful advertising writer, heading up his own Company until
a few years ago.
Elton's contribution to the Club were many, he certainly gave most
generously of his time and talents. We shall miss him greatly.
THE LIBRARY
During the past several months display cards, literature, and a coin box, all relating
to the International Book Year, have been prominently displayed in our library. As
explained in the literature, the idea of the coin box is that one contributed one cent
for every book read during the I.B. Year. Well, we all know that ours is not a reading
Club; nevertheless, it was dismaying to find that the box had only netted $1.43 (excluding
the librarian's bait).
On the other hand, to be cheerful about it (and very literal), if
143 books were examined that's not bad, not bad at all.
The late Mr. Justice Carl Stewart had assembled over the years a reader's library that
would surely titillate the average book-browser. Thanks to the generosity of his son the
bulk of the library came to the Club for retention or disposal. The librarian exercised
his prerogative (and muscles) in screening hundreds of books in dozens of cartons and
was able to claim for the Club some thirty books which relate to Canada and/or the arts.
This was a tough job which was accomplished only because Clive Clark - who was contributing
a Sunday to Club work - helped with the shifting of the cartons.
Canadian items recently on display include: Corpus Directory & Almanac Of Canada 1972;
here one finds all the usual comprehensive collection of statistics and facts, including
70 pages dealing with Canadian libraries, museums, and art galleries. Toronto Painting
1953-65 is a catalogue of the exhibition, selected and organized by Dennis Reid, which
was shown at the A.G.O. from November 10th to December 10th.
Saskatchewan Arts & Artists
is a very interesting 100-page catalogue with lots of photographic reproductions of art.
XXXXXXXXXXX
Mr. R. D. Radford, a Vice President of the Canada Life Assurance Co., was a recent guest
of John Morrow.
Apparently he was so impressed with our library that he wished to make a
contribution and chose Contemporary Canadian Painting by William Withrow. A very acceptable
gift, for the book is devoted to the work of 24 painters active in Canada since 1945.
Dean Hughes has donated a copy of his new and popular book entitled And So They Bought A
Farm; the story is no doubt based on the experiences the author encountered as the owner
of a 127-year old farm about 20 miles from Toronto.
Ian Urquhart has given us a charming
and nostalgic old bit of Canadiana entitled The University Of Toronto Song Book, published
in 1887; he has also given a copy of Cobourg written by that tireless historian Edwin
C. Guillet.
Philip Clark has donated a copy of Four Decades, by Paul Duval. This is the book that
sparked so much acrimonious correspondence between Harold Town and the Author. Assisted
by nearly 200 illustrations, it tells the story of the Canadian Group Of Painters between
1930 and 1970. Wentworth Walker has added a timely and welcome addition to our library
in the form of a book about the Toronto Union Station; The Open Gate has an introduction
by Anthony Adamson and contains a number of essays and photographs. Jack Eastaugh has
given a bound collection of his pen-and-ink drawings entitled Algonquin
Sketches. H.B.
-- ----------H .*B.
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